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APSTPACT
The purpose of this investigation was to study the

verbal behavior of counselors emitted in response to different
emo'ional dispositions of clients. Aggressive and submissive client
"stimuli" were the focus of study. Two members of a college drama
(Troup, trained in the role of a submissive and an aggressive client,
respectively, were interviewed by 31 counselors, who had been
requested lo conduct intake it "disposition" interviews with these
"students on the college counselinc center waiting list." The
half-hour tape-recorded interviews were analyzed for counselors'
verbal behavior using a revision of Pales' (1050) Interaction Process
Analysis system, developed by Gamsky (1055). Analysis of the data
indicated that counselors do emit significantly different verbal
behavior, as well as to such behavior aimed at the,mselves rather than
toward others. Submissive individuals elicit "comforting" reactions
and reflections of their feelings significantly more than au
aggressive individuals. The latter tend to evoke more passivity, more
avoidance, and more active interpretive responses from counselors.
Discussion of the results of the study included some suggestions
concerning the implications of these findings, as well as ideas for
further research. (AuthoL)
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this investigation was to study the

verbal behavior of counselors emitted in response to differ-

ent emotional dispostions of clients. Aggressive and

submissive client "stimuli" were the focus of study, Both

aggressiveness and submissiveness are major issues in .

adolescent development and are frequently encountered in

the work relationships of counselors with. college student

counselees,

Review of Literature

A number of researchers have posited an "elicitation

model" of client-counselor interaction. The basic idea of

such a model is that each participant tends to evoke par-

ticular kinds of behaviors from the other, and that the

behavior of each is thus a function, not only of his own

personality, but also of the characteristics and behavior of

the "other participant."

Various theoretical conceptions have been employed in

studies presenting this general model of interaction, The

11
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work of Kopplin (1965)1 and several others has been based

upon social learning or reinforcement theory. The concept

of "interpersonal response pull" underlies the work of

Leary (1957)2 and Heller, Myers and Kline (1963)3. Moos and

Clemes (1967)4 suggest that the patient-therapist interaction

constitutes a "system" in which there are mutual, changing,

elicitation effects.

The methods employed in studies of such dyadic inter-

actions have been varied, and have included counseling ana-

logue and actual counseling sessions, experimental and con-

tent analysis designs. (Pool, 1959;5 Auld and White, 1959;6.....
1
David A. Kopplin, Eliciting responses in client-thera-

pist interaction: A content analysis of initial psychothera-
peutic interviews. Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Michigan State University, 1965.

2
Timoialy Leary, Intszursonal dia nosis of personality.

New Yorks Ronald Press, 1957,

3
Kenneth Heller, Roger A. Myers, and Linda V. Kline,

Interviewer behavior as a function of standardized client
roles. Journal of Consult 1963, 27, 117-122,

4
Rudolf H. Moos and Stanley R, Clemes, Multivariate

study of the patient-therapist system. Journal of Consulting
Psychology, 1967, 31 (2), 119-130.

5 Ithiel de Sola Pool, Trends in content analysis today:
A summary. In Ithiel de Sola Pool (Ed.), Trends in content
analala. Urbana, Illinois! University of Illinois Press,
1959. Chapter 7,

6 Frank Auld, Jr. and Alice Marsden White, Sequential
dependencies in psychotherapy. Journal of Abnormal and
Social lgish2laut 1959, 58, 100-104,

19
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Bandura, Lipsher, and Miller (1960)11 Frank and Sweetland

(1962)12 Bo.ezins and Seidman, (1969),3

Of particular relevance hererare studies of the

eliciting effects of dependent and aggressive behavior from

clients, Heller, Myers and Kline (1963)4 found that coun-

selors responded to submissive clients with significantly

more "dominance" than characterized their behavior with

"dominant" clients, Warkentin and Leland, 5 in one of a

series of tape-recorded presentations by practicing psycho-

therapists, suggest that the therapist working with an

"oral-dependent" patient rerxionds in a "parental" manner to

"the helpless baby sitting in front Of him." In two studies

1 Albert Bandura, Donald H. Lipsher, and Paula B.
Miller, Psychotherapists' approach-avoidance reactions to
patients' expressions of hostility. .121.1,..sfCortin,
Psychology, 1960, 24, 1-8.

2 George H, Frank and Anders Sweetland, A study of the
process of psychotherapy: The verbal interaction. Journal
of Consulting Psychology, 1962, 26, 135-138,

3 Juris I. Berzins and Edward Seidman, Differential
therapeutic responding of A and B quasi-therapists to
schizoid and neurotic communications. Journal of Consulting
and Clinical Psycholo gy, 1969, 33, 279-286.

4
:Heller, Myers and Kline, Journal of Consulting

gmh21262, 1963, 27, 117 -122.

John Warkentin and Tom Leland, Human character
traits, American Academy of Psychotherapists Tape Library,
Volume #4

13
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(1965, 1967)1,2 Bohn reported that a dependent client evoked

more directive verbal responses than did a "typical" or a

"hostile" client, Dependent emotional demeanor in female

clients tends to evoke a sense of failure or of "not feeling

good" in female therapists, according to a study by Howard,

Orlinsky, and Htll (1969). 3 These researchers were investi-

gating self-reported feelings of therapists concerning their

interaction with their patients.

Russell (1961)4 and Russell and Snyder (1963)5 suggested

that hostile client behavior produces more anxiety in thera-

pists than does friendly client behavior. Counselors are

more likely to respond in a hostile way to a'hostile client

than to a friendly or nonhosti3e client, according to the

1 Martin J. Bohn, Jr., Counselor behavior as a function
of counselor dominance, counselor experience, and client
type. Journal of Couns2linapsychploca, 1965, 12 (4), 346-
352.

.2 Martin J, Bohn, Jr., Therapist responses to hostility
and dependency as a function of training, Journal of Con-
93221Alajanh212a# 1967, 31 (2), 195-198.

3 Kenneth I. Howard, David E. Orlinsky, and James A.
Hill, The therapist's feelings in the therapeutic process.
Journal of ClillsAlpanholcm, 1969, 25 (1), 83-93.

4 Peter D. Russell, Counselor anxiety in relation to
clinical experience and hostile or friendly clients. Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, Pennsylvania State University,
1961,

5 Peter D. Russell and William U, Snyder, Counselor
anxiety in relation to amount of clinical experience and quali-
ty of affect demonstrated by clients, Journal of Consulting
uuleg.ofiy, 1963, 22, 358 -363.

14



work of Heller, Myers and Kline (1963).1

Carson, Harden and Shows (1964)2 found evicence of an

interactional function of "quasi-therapists'" A-B typing

based on the Strong Vocational Interest Blank test items

comprising the A-B Scale and, on the other hand, certain

patient characteristics. The latter included different

styles of handling stress and anger, Subjects with a high

A-type score tended to respond with greater "depth-directed-

ness," i.e., depth-oriented interpretation, to patient

"stimuli" which were extrapunitive. There were no signifi-

cant "main effects:" that is, differences between therapists

became evident only when the intra- or extrapunitive tend-

encies of the "other person" were considered,

Berzins and Seidman (1968)3 found that subjects with

high A ratings on the A-B type scale experienced greater

subjective satisfaction concerning their responses to a

"schizoid" patient tape-recorded presentation, in which the

latter patient tended to turn anger outward, while subjects

with high B ratings felt more satisfaction responding to a

neurotic intrapunitive patient.

1 Heller, Myers and Kline, Journal of Consulting
Psycholm, 1963, 27, 117-122.

2 Robert C. Carson, Judith A. Harden, and W. Derek Shows,
A-B distinction and behavior in quasi-therapeutic situations.
Journal of ConsultinK Pszchol2gx, 1964, 28, 426-433,

3 Juris I, Perzins and Edward Seidman, Subjective reac-
tions of A and B quasi-therapists to schizoid and neurotic
communications: A replication and extension. Journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psvchologx, 1968, 32, 342-347:
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In a ,subsequent study, Berzins and Seidman (1969)1

found that "when A's were paired with the schizoid patient,

and B's with the neurotic patient, their "helpful" responses.

were significantly longer, more declarative (as versus ques-

tioning), more emotionally positive, and were regarded as

"more satisfying and helpful by S's themselves than were the

responses of A's and B's who were oppositely paired."

In a more recent projec.L., Berzins, Seidman and Welch

(1970)2 tested what they call a "complementarity hypothesis"

concerning the interaction of individuals with A and B "typing"

with patients who have different characteristic styles of

handling anger, an well as different '"diagnoses." While only

B subjects behaved differently with the intra- vs, the extra-

punitive patient "stimuli," both A's and.B's felt more satis-

faction with the complementary patient types.

The focus or object of a client's aggressiveness or sub-

missiveness has been studied to some extent. Bandura, Lipsher

and Miller (1960)3 found that the direction of a client's

hostility moused different reactions in counselors. Hostility

toward the therapist did not elicit as many "approach"

1 Berzins and Seidman, Journal of Consulting and Clinical
gmlsiloax, 1969, 33, 279-28 . Page 27

2 Juris I. Berzins, Edward Seidman, and Robert D, Welch,
A-B therapist "types" and responses to patient-communicated
hostility. Journal of Consult3n_garAClIni.calology,
1970, 34 (1), 27-32.

3 Bandura, Lipsher and Miller, Journal of Consulting
Psycholggx, 1960, 24, 1-8,

16
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responses as did hostility aimed at someone elle, This

reaction is particularly significant because several studies

have indicated that therapists' approach and avoidance re-

sponses are related to subsequent responses on the part of

the olient.

Gamsky and Farwell (1966)
1

explored counselors' responses

to hostile clientS in an experimental counseling analogue

study. Their findings support those of Heller, Myers, and

Kline; counselors interviewing hostile clients expressed dis-

approval and antagonism, especially when hostility is directed

at themselves. Results of the Gamsky and Farwell research

also agreed with those reported by Bandura, Lipsher, and

Miller; counselors avoided hostility focused on themselves

more than hostility directed at others.

These researchers also found a significant increase in

the use of reassurance, suggestions and information-giving

in counselors' verbal behavior when faced with hostility

directed at themselves. This may suggest a relationship

between some "acceptable" directive counselor reactions to

difficult client behavior and, on the other hand, the less

generally acceptable use of "avoidance" and hostility.

1 Neal R, Gamsky and Gail F. .earwell, Counselor verbal
. behavior as a function of client hostility. Journal of
Counselins_psys, 1966, 13, 184-190.
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Winder, Ahmad, Bandura and Rau (1962)1 and Schuldt (1966)2

reported that counselors "approach" client dependency directed

at the counselor more frequently than dependency related to

other persons. Snyder (1963),3 in a book of case studies of

therapy with dependent clients, stated that the therapist used

supportive techniques at n higher rate than usual when the

client's dependency was directed at him, and at a lower rate

than usual when the client's dependency was focused on other

individuals.

The most general findings thus far seem to be that sub-

missive clients tend to elicit "dominant" and "directive"

behaviors from counselors, and that hostile or aggressive

clients seem to arouse hostility and, less conclusively,

anxiety, in people interacting with them. Further, counselors

tend to respond more positively and actively to dependency

directed at themselves than at others, while they tend to

avoid hostility focused upon themselves more than hostility

toward others.

Purpose of the Present Study.

The present investigation explored the effects of two

1 C. L. Winder, Farrukh Z. Ahmad, Albert Bandura, and
Lucy C. Rau, Dependency of patients, psychotherapists' re-
sponses, and aspects of psychotherapy. Journal of Consulting
Psychology, 1962, 26, 129-134,

2 W. John Schuldt, Psychotherapists" approach-avoidance
responses and clients' expression of 'dependency. Journal of
Counseling Psychologx, 1966, 13 (2), 178 -183.

3 William U. Snyder, DependAncyja_pachottleopy, New
York, Macmillan, 1963,



client variables upon counselor verbal behavior, Different

kinds of client emotional disposition, aggressiveness and

submissiveness, constitute the variable of "client demeanor"

or "client types," The focus of the client's aggressiveness

or submissiveness, either the counselor or other people as

objects of his emotional expression, was the secondary topic

of study,

By this time, a small body of research has been built

up concerning these variables, as has been illustrated. In

the development of any scientific field, various investiga-

tions must be linked with one another in order to confirm

and enlarge the information each is able to offer. As the

body of findings in this area develops, theoretical implica-

tions about interpersonal processes between counselors and

student-clients, and practical implications for training

counselors and for optimal student - counselor interaction

should become more clear.

The basic design of this study, a counseling analogue

in which a sample of counselors interviewed the same client-

actors portraying standardized roles, most closely resembles

the studies of Heller, Myers and Kline (1963)1 and Gamsky

and Farwell (1966),2

Like Gamsky's work, this study explored the effects ofgrow
1 Heller, Myers and Kline, JournalofConsultite

Psychology, 1963, 27, 117-122,

2 Gartsky and Farwell, Journal of CounselinsIpsygloloul
1966, 13, 184-190.

Iii
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counselor- vs, other-directed client host:lity upon counseic

verbal responses. The measure of counselor behavior employe,

is substantially the same as that of Gamsky and Farwell,

Thus, this research is a partial replication of their work,

and its findings can possibly provide a comparison.

On the other hand, this study differs in two ways which

may provide significant contrasts or additions to Gamsky

and Farwell's study. In the design of these researchers,

client-actors were instructed to focus hostile expression on

parents and others for one period of the interview, and

then in a subsequent period to focus hostility on the coun-

selor. Thus counselor response was studied for two separate

and global segments of the interview, The design of the

present study was based on having the aggressive client-actor

focus negative attitudes on the counselor as well as others

throughout the interview, This study therefore analyzed

counselor responses directed at variably-distributed and

specific client statements aimed at the counselor or toward

other persons,

A second contrast with Gamsky and Farwell was the addi-

tion in this study of a submissive client-type seen by the

same counselor sample. Thus the mode of analyzing counselor

verbal behavior which was applied by the previous researchers

to client hostility and friendliness was here used to study

reactions to client dependency as well.
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The interview data of this study were originally col-

lected for the study by Heller, Myers and Kline (1963).1

This investigation has dealt with basically the same ques-

tion of effects of standardized client roles (dominant-

hostile, i.e., "aggressive," and dependent-friendly, i.e.,

"submissive") upon counselor behavior. Heller, Myers and

Kline used a rating system based upon Leary's (1957)
2

Inter-

personal Checklist to evaluate counselor behavior by observa-

tion of the ongoing interviews. Their results were in terms

of global "dominant and submissive," "hostile and friendly"

tendencies evoked in counselors.

This study links the Heller, Myers and Kline findings

with those of other researchers by studying counselor responses

in terms of a more specific repertoire of verbal behaviors.

Hypotheses of the Present Staix

There were two basic hypotheses in this investigation,

stated as follows in the form of null hypotheses:

Hypothesis I

There is no difference in counselor verbal behavior in

interaction with aggressive vs, submissive interviewees.

1 Heller, Myers and Kline, Journal of Consulting
Psychology, 1963, 27, 117-122.

2 Leary, Interpersonal diagnosis of personality.
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Expothesis II

There is no difference in counselor verbal behavior

in response to aggressive or submissive interviewee state-

ments focused upon the counselor vs, such statements

focused upon others.

9 9
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CHAPTER II

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Design of the Study

Variables

The counselors' interview encounters with each of two

"olient'types," aggressive and submissive, constituted the

two conditions of the main independent variable, "client

emotional disposition."

The second independent variable was object of client

response, Client aggressive remarks and client submissive

remarks which were directed specifically at the counselor

or specifically at other individuals were identified and

analyzed for their effect upon the counselors' verbal

behavior.

The dependent variable, counselor response, was measured

by an interview content analysis. A revision of Bales' Sys-

tem of Interaction Process Analysis (1950)
1 was the main

souroe used in developing the system of categories. A

description of the development and content of the version

used in this study will be presented later in this chapter.

The basin design of the research involved a counseling

analogue in which actors, in the roles of an aggressive and

a submissive client, respectively, were seen in half-hour

1 Robert P. Pales, Interaction_proccss.nnaltsis, Cam
bridge, Massachusettsi Addison-Wesley Preii, T950.
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interviews by thirty-one counselors, who served as subjects

in this project. Each session was tape-recorded and sub-.

sequently analyzed to describe the counselors' behavior.

Procedures of Data Collection

The "clients" in this study were members of a university

drama group, who were trained to play the roles of an aggres-

sive (dominant and hostile) and a submissive (dependent and

nonhostile) client, respectively. The aggressive client's

interview behavior was generally assertive. critical and sar-

castic. The submissive client role was characterized by

docility, a desire to depend upon others, timidity, anxiety,

and agreeableness. Judges' ratings of the demeanor of the

interviewees in'tape-recorded interactions indicated that the

actors' portrayals were consistent with their assigned roles.

(Heller, Myers and Kline, 1963)1

The counselors, in training at a university counseling

center, were asked to participate in a study dealing with the

appropriateness of certain time limits for initial interviews.

They were requested to use their own preferred approaches in

helping the clients with their problems during the half-hour

and to make recommendations for subsequent disposition of the

cane. Thus, the counselors understood the clients to be real,

and also believed they could be of help to them. The design

of the study counterbPAlanced the order in which individual

Heller, Myers and Kline, Journa) of Connulttna
psycholux, 1963, 2 ?, 117-)22,
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counselors saw each type of client.

Content Analysis Measures

Preliminary Research

As part of the pilot work in preparation for this study,

literature concerning content analysis of counseling behavior

was explored. Although there are many different lists of

categories representing types of counselor verbal behavior,

three major types of content analysis systems for studying

client-therapist interaction seemed of particular interest

in relation to the present research. These may be labeled

"Directive-nondireotive," "Approach-avoidance," and "Role-

behavior" systems.

Directivenondirective is a central dimension related

originally to the work of Carl Rogers (1942, 1951)112 and

incorporated into research measures first by Porter (1943)3

and Snyder (1945).
4

Directive behaviors by a counselor are active efforts to

1 Carl R. Rogers, CounselinuanclpuchiplhatRy4 Boston'
Houghton-Mifflin, 1942,

2 Carl R. Rotors, climt-centeradtheram Boston'
Houghton-Mifflin, 1951,

3 Elias H, Porter, Jr., The development and evaluation of
a measure of counseling interview procedures, Educational
fold Pgycholopical Measurement, 1943, 3, 105.426,

4 William U, Snyder, Ati investigation of the nature of
nondireotive psychotherapy. Journal of General Psychology,
1945, 331 193-223,
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influence'what another person says or does, while "non-

directive" behaviors are anknowledging and facilitative,

without purposefully determining the nature of a client's

behavior, Since the early work on client-centered therapy

and theory, more recent research has suggested that even

supposedly nondirective counseling behavior has specifiable

determinative effects upon client responses. Also, since

the work of Rogers began, there is less of a tendency to

simplistically value nondirectiveness positively and directive

behaviors negatively,

Although this construct is more complicated than had

been indicated in earlier work, the directive-nondirective

dimension is still considered a meaningful one for describing

interpersonal behavior.

The use of the "approach-avoidance" dimension in thera-

peutic activity is derived from neobehavioristio learning

theories beginning with the work of Dollard and Miller (1950),
1

Bandura et al, (1960)2 and Winder et al, (1962)3 have developed

content analysis systems in which this is the primary factor

in describing therapists' behavior.11.
1 John Dollard and Neill E, Miller, rorsonality and

psychotherapy, New Yorks McGraw -Hill, 1950.

2 Bandura, Lipsher, and Minor, Journal of Consulting
psychology, 1960, 24,1-8,

3 Winder, Ahmed, Bandura, and Rau, Journal of Con-
sultitlyi. 1962, 26, 129-134,
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"Approach" responses are verbalizations intended to eli-

cit further expression or elaboration of the other person's

Immediately preceding responses. "Avoidance" behaviors are

those intended to inhibit, discourage or divert further ex-

pression of the kind of response in the previous statements

of the other person. (Kopplin, 1966).1

Basically, avoidance responses are non-acknowledging or

negatively evaluative, while approach responses acknowledge

or actually express positive evaluation of the other person's

preceding response,

The third major type of content analysis system which

has been used in studies of counselor verbal responses is

that involving "role behaviors," According to Tomczyk (1965),

whose dissertation was in the tradition of Danskin (1955)3

and Hoffman (1959)1
4

"a counselor verbal role refers to a

type, or a consistent pattern, of verbal behavior that a

oounselor may use in counseling," Bales' Interaction Process

Analysis system (1950)5 is a major and early example of this

third kind of content analysis approach,

1 Kopplin, Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Michigan
State University, 1965,

2 John R. Tomezyk, Client perceptions of counselor verbal
roles as related to diagnostic categories. Unpublished doc-
toral dissertation, University of fllinois, 1965,

3 David G. Danskin, Holes played by counselors in their
interviews, Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1955, 2, 22-27

4
A, K. Hoffman, An analysis of counselor sub - roles.

Jpprpel of_Cpunrelini; Ppy4ology, 1959, 6, 61-67.

5 Bales, WerAPtien PrPoPAs DnalYnink.

2
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The content analysis categories which were used in this

study were drawn mainly from the revision of the Bales IPA

,
system which was developed by Gamsky (1905).

1
This choice was

made for two reasons, (1) Gamsky's research was very similar

in content and design to the present investigation; use of a

similar content analysis procedure would facilitate comparison

of results; and (2) the Bales- Gamsky categories seem to incor-

porate both the directive - nondirective and approach-avoidance

dimensions, in addition to providing labels for most of the

kinds of counseling interaction behaviors which have been in-

cluded in the other category systems.

Development of Contontt.sje Present Study.

Classification of Counselor Responses. The investigator

decided to make the original set of counselor response cate-

gories for this study relatively numerous and detailed, in

order to permit as much as possible of the variety of coun-

selor behavior identified by previous researchers to become

evident, It was'expeoted that where frequenoies of particular

kinds of responses turned out to be low, categories could be

combined for analysis.

This rationale underlay alterations of the Gamsky-Bales

list of counselor responses. Some of the original twenty-one

variables used in this study wo :e formed by subdividing

1 Neal Richard Gamsky, The effect of client demeanor and
focus of hostility upon the responses of school counselors,
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin,
1965.

2s
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Gamsky's categories on the basis of other content analysis

and theoretical systems.

The lists of Bales' original categories and of Gamsky's

revised set are presented in Appendices A and B.

The following table presents the original twenty-one

categories of counselor behavior used in this study:

Table 1

Categories of Counselor Verbal Behavior

1, Reassurance

2. Approval

3. Tension release

4, Suggestion

5. persuasion

6, Structuring

7, Opinion

8, Information

9. Interpretation

11, Request for elaboration

12, Reflection

13. Nondirective lead

14, Simple Acceptance

15. Silence

16. Expression of tension

17. Mislabelingimisunderstanding

18. Avoidance

19. Disagreementidisapproval

10. Request for information 20, Antagonism

21, Unolasnifiable

The manual of definitions and examples of these coun-

selor response categories may be found in Appendix C, A

table in uhioh categories of the Bales, Carnally and present

study content antOysis systems are juxtaposed so that they

may be compared is presented in Appendix D,
oti
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The ways in which these categories represent altera-

tions of the Gamsky system are as follows!

(a) Gamsky's category, "Gives suggestions" was, for the

purposes of this study, divided into three aspects! "Sug-

gestions" given by the counselor, plus "Structuring" of the

interview and "Persuasion." Gamsky's definition of "Gives

suggestions" specifically includes responses which "structure

the interview." It seemed to this researcher worthwhile to

distinguish this kind of counselor behavior from other

responses which propose courses of action. Thus, "Structuring"

was designated a separate category. Likewise, persuasive

behavior is included within the "Gives suggestions" descrip-

tion in Gamsky's list! it seemed of possible value to dis-

tinguish different intensities of advisement, and such dis-

tinotions have been made by other researchers (e.g., Steiber,

1967),l

(b) There happened to be no category in the Gamsky list

which explicitly and centrally labeled expression by the

counselor of his own views, apart from interpretations of

client behavior or from information-giving, Gamsky's

"Reflects" category includes this as well as restatements

or clarifications of client'rematka by the counselor. It

seemed appropriate to make a distinction between these kinds

of verbal behavior, so a separate category entited "Opinion"

("Gives opinion") was designated.

1 Judith X. Steiber, Counselor anxiety and interview
behavior, Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1967.
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(c) Nondirective lead, a kind of counselor behavior

commonly used in content analyses emphasizing the directive-

ness-nondirectiveness continuum, is closely related to "Asks

for elaboration," one of Gamsky's categories. The latter

includes both "open-ended questions and general leads; ques-

tions designed to encourage the client to explain further"

and "requests for elaboration of how the client feels." For

purposes of exploration, this rather subtle difference in

degree of counselor activity was the basis for separating

the two categories. Thus, in the present study, "Nondirective

lead" is defined as "unpressuring open-ended general 'lead'

questions to encourage the client to explain further or

delve more deeply in to the feelings he or she had just ex-

pressed," while "Request for Elaboration" is defined in a

way that involves more active or direct requests.

(d) The label "Simple Acceptance" was used instead of

Gamsky's term, "Agrees, Understands," since the definition

of the latter category is the same as one contained in the

content analysis systems emphasizing the directive-nondireotive

dimension (e.g., Snyder, 1945),1 This change was made in

order to establish the connection with those systems mea-

suring this lead-taking continuum.

(e) Included within Gamsky's "Avoids, Shows tension"

223,

11.11/..........
1 Snyderplornal of General Psypholla, 1945, 33, 193-
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category is "long silence." Silence usually appears as a

separate category in approach-avoidance content analysis

research, and it seemed of possible value to include it as

such in this study. To make the ratings in this investiga-

tion, "Silence" responses were defined as silence lasting

at least ten seconds. This decision was based on information

from research by Auld and White (1956),1 who found that an

average sentence could be considered equivalent to five

seconds.

(0 In defining.his:category,. :'Avoids, shows tension,"

GaMsky actually makes a clear separation between the two

aspects of the label. It seemed potentially worthwhile to

emphasize both kinds of behavior by presenting. them as

separate categories. The category "Avoids" includes beha-

viors labeled "Avoidance reactions" in other content analysis

systems based upon the approach-avoidance dimension,

(g) Gamsky's list combined "Disagrees" and "Misunder-

stands," These were designated separated categories in the

present study,

Lulling of Counselor Responses, The contextual unit in

thin content analysis was the total verbalization of the

counselor plus the preceding client response, The scoring

Unit was the sentence, The purpose of designating this unit

of classification was to permit weighting related to length

or repetitiveness of counselor verbal behavior. The total
...s.....a..1.

1 Prank Auld. Prd Alice M, Mite, Rules for subdividing
interviews into sentences, Journal of Psycho3o(fv, 1956, 42,
273-281,

i1 .̀.
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number of sentence units scored in each interview was desig-

nated as the variable, "Number of sentence units," In addi-

tion, the number of total verbalizations (i.e., the number

of times the counselor spoke, in between speeches by the

client, regardless of duration) was calculated for each

interview and referred to as "Number of total responses."

Each interview yielded scores for etch type of counselor

verbal behavior. The number of sentence units scored in

each category per interview was designated the "frequency

score" for that type of counselor response.

Classification of Client Submissive and Anf;ressive.

Pes_ponses and Objects of Client Responses. The subsidiary

aspect of the content analysis was designed to yield scores

for each of the counselor verbal behavior categories in

terms of the frequency with which they follow each of four

kinds of client behavior,

(1) Submissiveness toward the counselors

(2) Submissiveness toward others!

(3) Aggressiveness toward the counselors

(4) Aggressiveness toward others.

(a) PlassAfication of Submissive and

Client Responses. The terms* "submissiveness" and "aggres-
.

siveness" here used are intended to'ineorporate two dimensions

of behavior which have received considerable attention in

the study of olienteounselor interaotione The first is the

dimension of "Control," which involves the continuum "Dominant-

Submissive" (or -nondominant) s the other is the dimension of

6.1
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"Affection," represented by the continuum, ."Hostile-Friendly"

(or -nonhostile), The study by Heller, Myers and Kline (1963)1

combines the two dimensions in the four possible ways, repre-

sented by four different client-actor roles. Thus, in this

study, the "aggressive" client demeanor tends to be'dominant

and hostile (or unfriendly); the "submissive" client behavior

tends to be dependent and nonhostile,

Each interview with the submissive client was rated for

dependent responses by the client. For aggressive client

interviews, responses which expressed negative or hostile

attitudes toward others were coded as such. The definitions

for aggressive and submissive behavior which were used were

derived from the work of Bandura, Lipsher and Miller (1960)2

on hostility and the work of Winder et al. (1962)3 on depend-

ency. Summary definitions, as found in the dissertation of

Kopplin (1965),4 are presented here.

Hostility statements include description or expression
of unfavorable, critical, sarcastic, depreciatory
remarks; oppositional attitudes; antagonism, argument,
expression of dislike, disagreement, resentment,
resistance, irritation, annoyance, anger; expression of
aggression and punitive behavior, and aggressive dov.
tion. Hostility which the client directs against 11
self is not scored as hostility.

1 Heller, Myers and Kline, Journal.rag
Psycholoax, 1963, 27, 117-122,

2 Bandura, Lipsher and Miller, Journal of Consulti
aycholoRy, 1960, 24, 1-8.

3 Winder, Ahmad, Bandura and Rau, Journal of Consu
Eszcholou, 1962, 26, 129-134.

4 Kopplin, Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Mich
State University, 1965,

1;11
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Dependency_ statements include expressions of need to
depend an someone, to let someone else take the initi-
ative in conversation or action, to be told what to do,
to be, helped, to be cured by an outside agent; descrip-
tion of dependent behavior (in situation outside coun-
seling session); approval-seeking and concern about
disapproval; dependent (excessively passive) agreement
with others; making personal security contingent upon
anothe3 expression of concern about parental plans and
expectations regarding oneself; expression of need to
confide in, write to, or communicate with parental
figures; discussion of relationship between oneself and
therapist (in terms of nurturance),

(b) Classification of Objects of Client_RoLpopes. As

dependent or aggressive client response; were identified for

the designated segments of each interview, each was evaluated

for the object person to which the submissiveness or hostility

referred. Dependent or aggressive client remarks which do

not refer to any object, "Counselor" or "Other," were not

included in the scoring, The categories of object originally

adopted for use in this project, and also derived from the

work of Bandura and his colleagues, were as follows:

Counselor (or counseling) Other

Client's parents
Client's peers
Client's professors
Client's spouse
Client's employers
Others; others-in-general

Although the experimenter's ratings were made in terms

of these categories, it was thought likely, even beforehand,

that frequencies would be low for the subcategories in par-

ticular, and that, therefore, only the global comparison of

"Counselor vs Other Persons" would be possible to report.

Scorinf5 of Counselor_Responses.to_q1ApntF;9ses_pilTc_ted

ataject-Persons. For each interview, frequency scores were

:15
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were calculated for each category of counselor response fol-

lowing a client (Aggressive or submissive response focussed

on some object person. For this analysis, as in the main

analysis of the study, the "Number of sentence units" and

"Number of total responses" were also tallied for each inter-

view.

Treatment of the Recorded Interviews

222,ftariP.Its. Typescripts were prepared from tape-

recordings of each of the sixty-two interviews in this study,

for use by the raters in conjunction with the audiotapes,

SegTentation. Considerable pilot work was done to

determine an adequate length of time and action of interviews

to be coded. Comparison of the frequencies of responses

yielded by an analysis of 5, 10 and 15 minute segments sug-

gested that 15 minutes of interview interaction would provide

a sufficient sample of responses for study. Since each coun-

selor had been instructed to begin the interview with an

explanation of the apparatus in the counseling :000M31 coun-

seling procedures and similar material, it was decided to

begin the segment to be coded when the interview was fully

underway. The pilot work interviews indicated that, after

presenting the introductory remarks to the client, each

counselor had his own way of suggesting that the interview

proper should begin. it was decided to seek this ending of

introduction-beginning of interview proper and to consider

this the initial counselor statement. The fifteen minute

segment to be coded for this study extended from five minutes
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following this initial counselor response, i.e., from the

beginning of the sixth minute, to the end of the twentieth

minute of the interview. The typescripts were marked for

these two points in the interview,

Ratinri; Sheets, In the course of pilot rating of inter-

views, the experimenter developed a rating sheet on whinh

the counselor responses, client responses, and the object of

client responses. could be conveniently recorded. A copy of

this rating sheet is found in Appendix E. To facilitate

recording codes on the rating sheets, scoring symbols or

abbreviations wore developed. Examples of these are found

on the sample rating sheet.

Statistical Procedures

As has been mentioned earl:'.er, for each interview the

following frequency scores were tabulated=

(a) Number of each type of counselor responses per

interview sample;

(b) Number of sentence units and of total responses per

interview sample;

(c) Number of unclassifiable responses per interview

sample;

(d) Within each interview sample, number of counselor

responses of each type which follow aggressive client responses

(in aggressive client interviews) or submissive client re-

sponses (in submissive clent intervIews)1.

(e) Number of sentence units and of total responses
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emitted by counselor in response to aggressive or submissive

client responses.

These frequency scores were punched on IBM cards, so

that each counselor was represented by six cards;

Frequency of each category of counselor responses;

1. in total submissive client interview segment (15 min.)
2, in total aggressive client interview segment;
3, to submissive responses by the client toward the

counselor;
4, to submissive responses by the client toward others;
5, to aggressive responses by the client toward the

counselor;
6, to aggressive responses by the client toward others,

The first outputs by the computer were a tally of fre-

quency scores, in terms of the six groups listed above, and

calculations of means and standard deviations for each of

the counselor response oategories, for all counselors, Since

the nature of neither the frequencies nor the frequency dis-

tributions could be known beforehand, it was decided to

determine the need for combining categories, as well as the

appropriate further statistical procedures, on the basis of

this initial computational output.

Frequency scores are presented in the following chapter

in terms of the original twenty-one counselor response vari-

ables, along with description and explanation of the combina-

tion of these categories for the purpose of analyzing the

data of this study.

The next statistical procedure employed in this investi-

gation was the calculation of "difference scores" for each

counselor-subject. For each counselor, differences were cal-

culated, for each type of counselor verbal response including
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number of sentences and total responses, between the submis-

sive and the aggressive client interview segments (Cards 1

vs. 2), between counselor behavior following submissive client

responses focussed on the counselor vs. others (cards 3 vs. 4),

and between counselor behaviors following aggressive client

responses focussed on the counselor vs. others (Cards 5 vs, 6).

Thus, for each counselor-subject, three difference scores

were calculated. These comprised the summary data to be used

in testing Hypothesis I and the two aspects of Hypothesis II.

The statistic employed in testing the hypotheses was the t

test for differences between correlated means.

Reliability Test Procedures

The test of reliability was provided by having a relia-

bility test judge, a school counselor with about three years

of experience, independently rate a sample of approximately

20% of the experimental interviews. Random sampling was

used to select from the set of interviews six which were to

be used in the reliability test procedure.

Interviews from the Psychological Consultation Center

counseling practica at Teachers College, Columbia University,

from the American Academy of Psychotherapists Tape Library,

and four randomly selected interview protocols from the

present study had been selected for use in pilot work and

practice of rating prior to the actual reliability test

judgments,

2(1
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In pilot work, the experimenter had nade efforts to note

categories which were easily confused with others or other-

wise unclear and to include clarification of these in the

manual of definitions,

Approximately eight hours were spent in training the

reliability test judge in classifying the tapes using the

analytical systems of this study, First, the rater was in-

formed of the basic counseling analogue paradigm, She was

told that the interviews involved various counselors speaking

with two actors, but neither the research topic nor the fact

that the actor roles were designated "aggressive" and "sub-

missive," respectively, were included in the description.

The practice session then involved presentation of the

manual of definitions, with discussion and clarification of

the categories. It proceeded with coding of one interview

followed by comparing and discussing the two ratings, then

continuing with rating another interview, and so forth. Just

as did the experimenter, the reliability test judge used

typescripts along with the tape-recordings, and wrote the

coding symbols on the rating sheets designed for that purpose.

To avoid contamination in scoring, each judge scored each

'response before listening to the following response.

The judge was then given the twelve interviews which

had been selected for use in the reliability test, along

with other necessary materials; she independently rated these



interviews over the next several days,

The reliability test procedure was designed to include

an indication of the reliability of ratings of interviews

with different "client - types' and the reliability of ratings

made over a period of time. For each of the six sampled

interview numbers, both the aggressive and submissive inter-

views were included in the reliability test procedure. The

experimenter rated approximately one-third of the interview

tapes in each of three time periods! July, 1968, January,

1969, and February, 1969. This permitted analysis of the

effect of time span on reliability of ratings.

Reliability analysis consisted of comparing each sentence

unit classification by the experimenter with the corresponding

sentence unit coded by the reliability test judge, and tallying

"Agreement" or "Disagreement," The percent of responses for

which there was agreement between the two ratings divided by

the total number of sentence units constituted the reliability

index for each interview.

When disagreement was based upon either the experimenter

or judge scoring an extra unit not scored by the other, this

was tallied as "Disagreement" and added to the total number of

units for the interview, The procedure thus included testing

for agreement in determination of sentence units, as well as

agreement in rating content of the responses.

The mean percents of agreement are presented as reliability

indices in Chapter Three.
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Since only the experimenter rated all sixty-two inter .

views, reeearch analyses were made on the basis of her

coding.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Reliability Test of Counselor Response Ratings

Combination of Counselor Res.ponse Categoies

The initial phase of data analysis was the calculation

of frequency scores for counselor responses to the aggressive

and submissive client, respectively. The means and standard

deviations of these scores for the thirty-one counselors

are presented in Table 2.

It will be noted that many of the categories of coun

selor verbal behavior were expressed with only low frequency.

In fact, fifteen of the twenty response categories had a

frequency of less than five. Because the loW frequency

would tend to make interpretation and reliability rather

weak, it was decided to combine categories before analysis

of that data was undertaken.

One striking contrast which may be noted here, with

reference to Table 2, is in the total amount of respopses

emitted by counselors to the two different client "stimuli."

There is a clear tendency to emit more "sentence units" and

"total responses" in sessions with the aggressive client.

(For "sentence units," t = -4,41, 30 d.f., p< .01; for

"total responses," t = 30 a.f., p <.01.)

13
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Table 2

Frequency of Twentyone Kinds of Counselor Responses

in Interviews with a Submissive and an Aggressive Client-Actor

(N = 31)

111.1, ...worm, I .70.......ar ......1...
Counselor Response Submissive Interview Aggressive Interview

Category Mean SD Mean SD

Reassurance 2.7 2.4 0,8 1.4

Approval 0.4 0.7 0,2 0.5

Tension Release 0.7 1.1 0,5 1.0

Suggestion 3.2 3.6---- 2,3 3.1

Persuasion 0.4 0.8 0,4 1.1

Structuring 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.3

Opinion 2,1 2.8 1.5 1.8

Information 2.8 3.9. 2.5 2.4

Interpretation 7.3 4.1 11.7 5.6

Request for Information 5.4 4.2 6,0 5.1

Request for Elaboration 4.9 3.3 5.6 3.0

Reflection 5,8 4.6 4.0 3.1

Nondirective Lead 0.2 0.6 0.4

Simple Acceptance 6.6 5.7 14.1 11.6

Silence 4.3 4.6 11.6 9.9

Expression of Tension 1.1 1.5 3.6 4.0
Misunderstanding 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.7

Avoidance 1.3 1.7 1.2 1.8

Disapproval, disagreement 0.5 0.8 1.9 2,3

Antagonism 1.6 9.0 0.3 0.8

Unclassifiable Responses o.3 0.3 0.0 0.0
Number of Sentence Units 50.7 13.8 69,5 20.4
Number of Total Responses 30.3 9.3 39.4 13.5
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Rationale fpx CornbinAng_Cpteurs

Most of the low frequency categories were originally

formed, as noted in Chapter II, by subdividing Gamsky's list

of counselor responses on the basis of the work of other

researchers and theorists, Thus, the "collapsing" of categories

in most cases involved recombining subcategories into a format

more like Gamsky's content analysis system. This accounts

for the following categoriesi

(a) Suggestion-PersuasionStructuring (henceforth to be

referred to as "Suggestion");

(b) Request for Information-Request for Elaboration-

Nondirective Lead;

(c) Expression of Tension-Avoidance.

The arrangement of types of counselor verbal behavior

adopted as the basis for analysis in this study is presented

in Table 3.

First of all, "Reassurance," "Shows Approval," and

"Tension Release" are combined for the purposes of this study.

Gamsky used these as separate kinds of behavior, but relates

them in terms of their order of appearance in both his content

analysis system and that of Bales. All three may be seen as

ways through which a person may try to provide comfort and easing

of tension for another person,

While "Gives Information" was originally a Gamsky category,

"Gives Opinion" was "partialled out" of Gamsky's definition of

45



Table 3

Combined Categories of the Content Analysis System

ow arm n

of Counselor Verbal Behavior

(1) Reassurance; Approval; Tension Release,

(2) Suggestion; Persuasion; Structuring,

(3) Opinion; Information,

(4) Interpretation.

(5) Request for Information; Request for Elaboration;
Nondirective Lead,

(6) Reflection,

(7) Simple Acceptance,

(8) Silence,

(9) Expression of Tension; Misunderstanding; Avoidance;
Disapproval; Antagonism,

* * * * * * * * * * * *

(10) Unclassifiable responses,

(11) Number of Sentence Units,

(12) Number of Total Responses (verbalizations),

111.1100. .11ftama11.* 11...

tin
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"Reflection," as explained in Chapter II. This brings the defi-

nition of "Reflection" closer to the common usage of the term

(e.g., Snyder, 1945;1 Bandura et al0,1960;2 Kopplin, 19653),

It seems appropriate to use "Gives Information" and "Gives

Opinion" as one broad category of activity by the counselor,

since both are verbalizations based upon material which con-

stitutes his own general knowledge, "objective" and "subjective."

The use of "Expression of Tension" and "Avoids" in

combination with "Misunderstanding," "Disapproval," and

"Antagonism" is based upon the use of these categories under

the general rubric, "Avoidance" by neo-behavioral researchers

(e.g., Bandura et al,, 1960;2 Winder et al., 1962;4 Kopplin,

196513 Caracena, 1965),5

Method and Results of Reliability_Test of Counselor Response

Winn
The method used for testing the reliability of all aspects

of the content analysis system used in this study was the determi-
yO.N. .111. Ita./.0.4../.

1 Snyder, Journal of Ceneralpitychology, 1945, 33, 193-223

2 Bandura, Lipsher and Miller, Journal of consult...1m
woholoax, 1960, 24, 1-8,

3 Kopplin, Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Michigan
State University, 1965,

4 Winder, Ahmad, Bandura and Rau, Journal of Consulting
psychology, 1962, 26, 129-134,

5 Philip P. Caracena, Elicitation of dependency expres-
sions in the initial stage of psychotherapy, Journal of
ComEDAngPsvcbolux, 1965, 12, 268-274,



nation of the "frequency of agreement" between the ratings

of interview data by the experimenter and corresponding

independent ratings by a person who served as "reliability

test judge," The reliability test was done employing the

combined set of counselor response categories. The pro-

cedure has been explained in detail in Chapter II.

The results of the reliability test for rating coun-

selor responses are presented in the following tablet

Table 4

Percent of Agreement between Ratings

by Experimenter and Reliability Test Judge

of Counselor Responses in Twelve Interviews

11.1..... ...*...-11. ..

Period of Mean
Rating by Submiss, Client Aggress, Client Percent
Experimenter Interviews Interviews Agreement......

# 3
,61

Early
(July 1968) #19

.71

# 3
.78

#19 .70
...1111..11.11111111busa..... all=11.11

Middle
(Jan. 1969)

#11 #11
.71 .73

#26 .81 #26
.85

Mean Early =,70

Mean Mid. = .78

01111110011.1...11.1011~IIMIN ...M1m.....o.w.MVi...11maillVol.e.to....Wma......
#13

Late
(Feb, 1969) #16 .69

//1) ,63

#16 .83
Mean Late in ,y6

yean Subm, 11/1 flan
Or, nni Moan Porecnt_pf tzreenobt ,15
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As indicated in Table 4, the percent of agreenent between

ratings of counseling responses ranges from .61 through .90.

The overall mean of .75 indicates that these ratings are

reliable enough to provide a basis for analysis of the coun-

selors' verbal behavior in the experimental interviews,

In order to determine whether the reliability of rating

counselor responses using this content analysis system is

affected by the lapse of time over which the scoring is done,

an analysis of variance was performed. A second purpose of

this test was to find out if the reliability of coding of

submissive and aggressive client interviews differs in

degree,

The results are as follows%

Table 5

Analysis of Variance%

Effects of Time Period and Client Type

upon Reliability Test Results

6... ...4NI.YWOM. MO.WYMO

Source df Mean Square F ratio

Time Period

0111....asi......./.1.010.....1111

2 ,006458 .62 n.e.

Client Type 1 .000675 ,06.n,s,

Time x Client 2 ,005425 ,52 n,s,

Error 6 ,010408

Total 11

411. 0.....6.-41...-011..1.01.0. .01.1.11

n,s, Not significant at the ,03 level,
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The above report of the results of the analysis of

variance indicates that neither time period of rating nor

the type of client demeanor had significant effects upon the

reliability of content analysis scores,

Test of Hypothesis I

The basic hypothesis of this study is that counselors

tend to respond differentially to clients characterized by

different emotional dispositions, Specifically, differences

were predicted between counselor responses in interaction

with a submissive client and an aggressive client,

The procedure used to test this hypothesis was the t

test, According to Boncau (1960),
1

"It would appear that the

t test is functionally a distribution-free test, providing

the sample sizes are sufficiently large (say, 30, for ex-

treme violations) and equal,"

Table 6 presents means, standard deviations and results

of t tests of differences between means of counselor responses

emitted in interviews with the submissive and aggressive

olient. aotors, Eight of the eleven t values are significantly

high, On this bAsis we nay reject the null hypothesis and

conclude that alternative Hypothesis I is confirmed;

The substantive findings indicated by this analysis are

that the counselors tended to respond with "Peassurance"

(including giving approval and attempting to relieve tension)e -
1 Alan C, }3oncau, The effect:I of loletion8 of assumptions

underlying the t tet, TgyghtAr8ic:1...11+lletin, 1960, 57, 19.(4,

rat



Table 6

Frequency of Different Counselor Responses in

Interviews with a Submissive and an Aggressive Client-Actor

(N = 31)

-
Ar

Mean

Orr..

Counselor Response Submiss,Interview
Category

.11
Aggress,Interview

SD Mean SD to

...L.. . -4
Reassumbce 3.9 3.0 1.5 1,8 3,86 **

Suggestion 4,2 3.2 3.7 4.1 0.52 n,s.

Opinion/Information 5,0 5,2 4,0 3.2 0.98 n,s,

Interpretation 7.3 4.0 11.7 5.6 -3.66 **

Request for Info/
Elaboration 10.5 6,7 11,4 7,0 -1,09 n. e.

Reflection 5,8 4,6 4.0 3.1 2.26 *

Simple Acceptance 6.6 5.7 14.1 11.6 -4.11 **

Silence 4.3 4.6 11.6 9.9 -4.82 **

Avoidance 3.2 3.3 7.2 5.0 -4.60 **

No, of Sentence Units 50,7 13,8 69.5. 20,4 -4.41 **

No, of Total Responses 30,3 9.3 394 4 13.5 -3.3? **

a Two-tailed tests. Positive t ratios indicate a greater fre-
quency of responses in the submissive client interviews' negative
t ratios indicate more responses occurred in the aggreusive client
interviews,

* p ,05
** p <

n.e. Not significant at the .05 level,
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more often in interaction with the submissive client than

with the aggressive client. Also, reflection of feelings or

close restatement of the client's expression was a more com-

mon response of the counselors to the submissive person, On

the other hand, the counselors responded with greater fre-

quency to the aggressive interviewee in terms of "Silence,"

"Simple Acceptance," "Avoidance," and "Interpretation," In

the aggressive client condition, the counselors emitted sig-

nificantly more total responses and statements, Actually,

since it may be seen that silences and simple acceptance

comments, e.g., "Mm-hmm," accounted for many of the coun-

selors' responses in the aggressive client interview, we may

conclude that the counselors did not actually npcak more

often or say more, but took up more of the interview with more

passive responses.

pelisbility Tent for Client Response Ratinr,rt

Definitions and rating procedures for client responses

were presented in Chapter II, The reliability testing con-

sisted of three aspects.* the first was percent of agreement

between ratings of submissive or aggressive client remarks,

As discussed earlier, only those sub:aissive and aggressive

statements which yore aimed at particular "object persons"

were rated.

The results of the reliability test for this first aspect

of client response ratins rlre pesented in Table 7,
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Table 7

Percent of Agreement between Ratings

by Experimenter and Reliability Test Judge

of Client Responses in helve Interviews

1...... 0.
. go, woo...

Periocl of Mean
Rating by Submins, Client Aggress. Client Percent

Experimenter Responses Responses Agreement

Early
(July 1968)

# )

#19
dw,

#11

1/26

0100.1

.69

.72

4wwWw

.67

.67

# 3

#19

.77

.67

Mean Early r.L.,71

- own... /11

Middle
(Jan. 1969)

#11

#26

OA

.75

.67

Mean Mid, = .69

1-

Late
(Feb, 1969)

#13

#16

.67

.71

#13

#16

.73

.50

Mean Late = .65

Bonn Subn, = .69 tlean Anr, .6B

Grand Mean kercent of Agreepent
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The mean percent of agreement on the ratings of client

submissive and aggressive responses, .69, is indicative of

moderate reliability. In this research project, low fre-

quencies of these client responses in the interview samples

was probably the main factor in impeding high reliability in

these ratings. For instance. in Interview #16 (Counselor #16)

only two aggressive responses focussed upon specific persons

were emitted by the client-actor. An error in rating one of

these resulted in a reliability index of .50,

The test of reliability presented in Table 8 involves the

ratings of the objects of client responses, those individuals

upon whom the submissive or aggressive remarks were focussed,

Although the original ratings were made in terms of several

subcategories of persons otherthan the counselor, the low

frequencies found in analyzing the interviews indicated the

appropriateness of using simply "Counselor" and "Others" as

the categories of objectpersons.

The results of this reliability test are dependent in

part upon the reliability of ratings for client aggressive

and submissive responses. Host of the disagreements in object

ratings were due to omission of eny rating because one or the

other of the raters disagreed as to whether the client T(1.-

sponse should be regarded as storable in terms of "aggressive-

ness" or °submissiveness." To understand the interdependence

of the xatings of client response and object of client response,

r";
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Table 8

Percent of Agreement between Ratings

by Experimenter and Reliability- Test Judge

of Objects of Submissive and Aggress5.ve Client Responses

in Twelve Interviews

*Milo

Objects
Subm,

, e

"Couns,
Objects

Aggr,

Ds

vs, Others"
of

Responses

.81

.67

,72

,65

0.070

Period of "Couns,
Rating by

Experimenter

1-
Mean

Percent
Agreement

vs. Others"
of

Responses

Early
(July 1968)

1/
3

/ /19

.75

.67

# 3

.#19

Mean Early n.73

Middle
(Jan, 1969)

#11

/ /26

.78

.67

#11

#26

hK
"J

.67

Mean Mid, =

Late
(Feb. 1969)

#13

#16

.67

wa.

/ /13

#16
.50

Ab ft 4/.

Mean Late =

0, 11. ..111 ,

11(:!pli ,21 rem)

grant fleep_Percfnht of .,,g2leepent_r__,.2p...
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and to achieve an estimate of the reliability of rating object

persons, per se, another analysis was made. Table 9 presents

the results of a test of reliability only for those client

responses which both raters agreed were. storable, One may

note that, given agreement on the scorability of the client

emotional response, the reliability of rating object persons

is very high, As long as raters agree on the ratings of

client submissive or aggressive responses, it is highly likely

that the ratings of the object of the rerponse will be in

agreement.

Test of HyyothesisXI

Determination of Subsamples for Anrilvflispf ilyRothes_lsJA

The second hypothesis of this investigation we that there

is no difference in counselor verbal behavior in response to

aggressive or submissive interviewee statements focused upon

the counselor vs. such statements focused upon others,

bow Frequency of Client AlTressive prg_St3bripsive_Ppugnsep.

Table 10 summerixes tne frequencies of each type of rated

client response for the 31 interviews in the submissive and

aggressive client conditions, respectively,

One may note from Table 10 that the categories of client

submissiveness toward persons other than the counselor and of

client aggrossive.less focused upon the counselor nre especially .

low in frequeney of emission. This seems to coincide with

real-Xife client belmvior, evidenced by data In the work of
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Table 9

Percent of Agreement between Ratings

by Experimenter and Reliability Test; Judge;

of Object of Client Response,

when there is Inter- rater. Agreement on the Client Response

Period of Objects of
Rating by "Reliable"

Experimenter Subm, Responses

Objects of Mean
"Reliable" Percent

Aggr, Responses Agreement11
# 3 1.00

Early
(July 1968) #19 .94

*O. 70.......

# 3 .86

Mean Early r.,95
#19 1.00 -1110.0701104,....41

#11 1,00

Middle
#26

1.00(Jan. 1969)

#11

#26

1.00

1,00

e .
Mean Mid, =1,00

41.11.11.

#13 Loo #13 1,00
Late
(Feb, 1969) #16 1.00 #16 Loo

/11 41 - .
Mean Late =1.00

Man sub171. ?Actin Anr k98.

Grand jesn terpent_of 1Greeme)lt.

,' /



Table 10

Mean Frequencies of

Submissive or Aggressive Client Responses, per Interview

(N = 31)

Object of
Client Responses

Submissive
Client Responses

Aggressive
Client Responses

48

Mean SD Mean SD
110101. ...ON .11 On.* - ...111 'V ..a..elMgerama.. ,...*=1. *

Counselor 5.5 3.9 1.3 1.5

Other Persons 2.5 1.7 5.5 3.9

Mean Totals

.111*

7.9 4.5

IF* 01. IP .1.

6.7 4.7

.1 lb ...OW*

1
Dandura, Lipsher and Miller (1960). Their research report

concerned hostile behavior from clients in the course of

actual psychotherapy; their data, also, seemed to indicate

this discrepancy in frequency of occurrence between client

hostility toward the counselor and hostility directed at others.

Four of the twelve counselor-subjects had no interviews which

included any hostility directed at them, but all counselors'

interviews included client hostility focused on other indivi-

duals. Data presented by Winder and his colleagues (1962)
2

1 Bandura, Lipsher and Miller, Journal of ConsultinEi
Psychgcmy, 1960, 24, 1-8.

2 Wthder, Ahmad, Pandora tma Rau, Joual of Consult.j.11
Psyclio1o, 1962, 26, 129-1)4,



indicate a. clear tendency for real-life clients to focus

dependent verbal behavior more frequently on the therapist

than on others. Of all the responses in that study's sample

of interviews which were rated "dependent responses," 821

were rated as directed at the therapists, while 307 were

evaluated to be directed at other persons in the clients'

lives.

Thus, in the present study, we have actors, without

specific instructions to control output of their aggressive

or submissive remarks, uho nevertheless may have spontaneous-

ly emitted emotional responses with relative frequencies

similar to those of actual clients in the course of counseling

interviews. However, we are still left, so far as this data

analysis is concerned, with the dilemma of analyzing the

effect upon coUnselor responses of such client behavior, with

. relatively little data available.

Cases with Minimal Number of Relevant Responses. It was

decided to focus, for the purposes of this analysis, on those

cases in which the counselor emitted a minimum of three re,

sponses to aggressive or submissive client verbal behavior.

The frequencies of the cases fitting these requirements were

as follows;
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Table 11

Number of Interviews with Three or More Counselor Responses

to Submissive or Aggressive Client Behavior.

110e ....^.

Type of Client Response Number of Interviews
10410......041411..... .*.....

Submissive toward the Counselor 27

Submissive toward Other Persons 19

Aggressive toward the Counselor 10

Aggressive toward Other Persons 25

For the purpose of statistical analysis, it was desirable

to determine the number of interviews in which the minimal

number of counselor responses occurred in both object person

conditions, i.e., submissive or aggressive client responses

to the counselor as well as to other persons. There turned

out to be eighteen such interviews for the submissive client

condition and eight for the aggressive client condition.

Method and Results of Test for Hjpothesia II

Stated in the form of a null hypothesis, the second pre-

diction of this study was that there are no differences bet-

ween counselor responses to aggressive or submissive client

behavior directed at the counselor vs. directed at other per-

Sons.

For this analysis, as for HypothesisI, t tests for dif-



ferences between correlated means were calculated. The means

and t valueS are presented in Table 12,

Thirteen of the twenty-two t values are significantly

high. More specifically, eight of the eleven kinds of coun-

selor behaviors are emitted with significantly different fre-

quency in response to client submissiveness focused on the

counselor than in response to such behavior directed at other

persons. Five of the eleven counselor response categories

are emitted with such discrepancies in the aggressive client

condition. On this basis we may reject the null hypothesis

and conclude that alternative Hypothesis II is confirmed.

The substantive findings indicated by this analysis are

that, when client submissiveness was focused on the counselors,

the latter tended to respond with "Reassurance" (including

giving approval and attempting to relieve tension), "Sug-

gestions" (including persuasion or strongly urged advice and

structuring of the interview), "Opinions end Information,"

as well as "Requests for Information or Elaboration" from the

client. Also, client submissiveness focused on the counselor

elicited significantly more "Avoidance" behaviors. On the

other hand, when the client's submissiveness concerned indivi-

duals other than the therapist, counselors tended to employ

"Reflection" of the client's feelings more frequently.

When client aggressiveness was focused on people other

than the counselor, the latter tended to make more "Requests



Table 12

Frequency of Different Counselor Responses to

Client Suhnissiveness and Aggressiveness

Directed at the Counselor vs. 'Other Persons

Counselor Response
Category

11011.1.1.0,010

Submiss. Interview

Couns. Others
(N = 18)

52

Aggress. Interview

Couns. Others
(N = 8)

Mean Mean toMean Mean to ,

Reassurance 1,9 0,1 3,6** 0.4 0.0 2.1

Suggestion 1.6 0,2 3.2** 0.3 0.9 -1.7

Opinion/Information 1.9 0,3' 2.3* 0.6 0.0 2.4*

Interpretation 1.5 1.3 0.5 1.0 2,5 -1.7

Request for Info/
Elaboration 1.9 0.6 3,3** 0.8 2.5 -4.8**

Reflection 0.5 1.1 -2.1* 0.4 0.9 -1.5

Simple Acceptance 1,2 1.1 0.4 0.8 2.3 -2.6*

Silence 0,7 0,3 1.3 1.4 3.0 -1.4

Avoidance 1,4 0.3 3.2** 1.3 1.4 -0.3

No. of Sentence Units 12.7 5.3 4.3** 6.8 14.5 -4.8**

No. of Total Responses 6,3 3.3 3.4** 3.4 8.0 -4.6**

a Two-tailed tests. Positive t ratios indicate a greater fre-
quency of responses by the counselor to the client's counselor-
directed emotional behavior; negative t ratios indicate more
counselor responses to client emotional behavior directed at
other persons.

* p <.05'
** p .01

r7,



for Information or Elaborntion" from the client. This kind

of behavior also tended to elicit more "Simple Acceptance"

than did aggressiveness to therapists. When the client as

aggressive toward the counselors themselves, the latter

tended to give more "Opinions or Information," Contrary to

expectations perhaps, there were no significant differences

in "Avoidance" behaViors among the counselors in this study,

in relation to whether the client was aggressive toward the

therapist or toward others,

Further Analysis of the Counselol_Reapnge Data

The manner in which counselor behavior has been analyzed

in the previous sections has been in relation. to the hypotheses

of this study. Both of the hypotheses involved comparison

of counselors' responses in interviewing one "client type"

with their responses in interviewing the other "client type"

under consideration. It seems appropriate to an understanding

of what counselors actually do in interaction with aggressive

and submissive individuals to view the patterns of responses

within each interview condition, apart from whether the

behaviors differ from those in the other situation.

Table 13 presents a summary of the relative frequencies

of each kind of counselor response to the submissive and

aggressive clients, respectively.

Cf3



Table 13

Ranked Nean Frequency per interview

of Different Counselor. Responses

in Interviews with a Submissive and an Aggressive Client

- aft...tr. ea..... um. to... ea.

Submissive Client (N = 31)

54

Aggressive Client (N = 31)
Way.. Fa.

Simple Acceptance 14.1

le... anowar. V sv.W. VouRv..... I . vin........ .... . ,...............,...nw..00..W.I...., ...............,.....ervIwWo

.4. ...o.... .., ., rewr. ,w,..... .....nw.1. 1

0...W0e...a ......a..,.u. Ity...ara. ,.w..... ........ aw...... ...eV* .....w W...

111*.....,
Request for Informa-

Interpretation 11.7
Silence 11,6
Request for Informa-
tion/Elaboration 11,4

tion/Elaboration 10.5

r. 0,0V.,714. .1.111/ ....CA "11"...nb.

Interpretation 7.3 Avoidance

Simple Acceptance 6.6

Reflection 5.8
Opinion/Information 5.0 .

awe

Silence 4.3 Opinion/Information 4.0
Suggestion 4.2 Reflection 4.0

Reassurance 3.9 Suggestion 3.7
Avoidance 3.2V me*

Reassurance 1.5

Mean Total No,
Of Sentence Units 50.7

P4

69.5
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There seem to be similarities in counselors' patterns

of responding, in addition to differences related to the

different client conditions.

In both interviews, counselors tended to request informa-

tion and elaboration, offer interpretations of the client's

situation, and respond with simple acceptance with consider-
.

able frequency. In addition, "approach" responses far out-

number "avoidance" behaviors, A combination of "directive"

(e.g., "interpretations ") and "nondirective" responses are

employed, with the greater emphasis on the latter, so far as

frequencies of sentence units are concerned.
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CHAPTKA IV

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUS3ION OF THE RESULTS

IllialphipjetweepPrespnt Study and Previous Research

PqM11.J;q_PfTYP.O'heOsA

c91-41Pcior_RefT0P33PIP sAvg_Yst_AB.EgesAve...P;LAclt.

The data analyzed in this study have indicated the counselors

respond to a submissive client in ways which differ signifi-

cantly from their reactions to an aggressive person, In

interaction with a submissive person, the counselors in this

experiment tended to respond with more reassurance, giving

approval and trying; to relieve tension, and with reflection or

restatement of the client's feelings, Aggressiveness evoked

silence, simple acceptance, avoidance behaviors and interpreta-

tions to a much greater extent. Basically, the differential

reactions of the counselors may be expressed in the following

way, that submissive people tend to evoke more "parental" and

"understanding" behavior from counselors, while. aggressive

people are more frequently reacted to with quiet passivity and

with disapproving or even antagonistic feelings,

Relationship of Hypothesis I to Findings of Previous Research

The results stated above are in basic agreement with the

findings of previous studies exploring the interaction of coun-

selors with dependent or hostile people.

P6
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When referring to the behaviors which the submissive

client in particular tended to evoke in the counselors, it

seemed appropriate to use the word, "parental," AS did Warkentin

and Leland,' in describinc; the "oral-dependent" person. Bohn's

(1965)
2

finding that the dependent client "stimulus" elicited

more "dominant" responses than did the "typical" or "hostile"

client is corroborated by the data in this study. Bohn's

definition of "dominant" behavior was based upon Snyder's (1945)
3

categories of "Reassurance," "Persuasion," "Direct Question,"

and "Forcing the Topic," These types of behavior are similar

to the pattern which the counselors in this study exhibited to

a greater extent with the submissive client than with the

aggressive client.

4
The study by Gamsky and Farwell (1966) provides the most

complete set of data which may be compared with this study of

counselors interacting with an aggressive client. In Table 14

the findings of Gamsky and Farwell are presented along with

those of the present study.

1 John Warkentin and Tom Leland, Human character tra.its.
American Academy of Psychotherapists Tape Library, Volume #4,

2 Martin J. Bohn, Jr, Counselor behavior as a function of
counselor dominance, counselor experience, and client type.
Journal of Counseling; Psychology, 19659 12 (4),.346-352,

3 William U. Snyder, An investigation of the nature of
nondirective psychotherapy. journal,_of General Psychologx,
1945, 33, 193-223.

4 Neal R. Gamsky and Gail F. Farwell. Counse'-r verbal be-.
havior as a function of client hostility. p-ournI1 of,pounce
Psycho12up 1966, 13, 184-190.



Table 14

Comparison of Signifl.cant Findings

in Two Studios of Counselor Verbal Responses to Clients

.- ,,....., r. ,,,,/,( en -.11. *roe, rre reyere.,.....reereore. ee *were+ y

Gamsky and Farwell Present Study
41401.1'.0 ...Mr MO or me *a. -..........e.,...s *err. ..I. .., r w

Ifosti19,

Reflection
Asks for Infortion

* Avoidance/Disagreement
* Total No. of Responses

Friendly.

Gives Information

* Approval

No Differences

Interpretation
Agreement

AsByouivt

Silence
Simple Acceptance
Interpretation

Avoidance
No. of Sentence Units

Submissive

Reflection

Reassurance

No Differences

Opinion/Information

* Asks for Elaboration Bequest for Information/
Elaboration

* Suggestion SugRestion

58

Is...0.=o., my ....VP/0

* Lgrecnent between data of Gamsky and Farwell and of present
study. Categories which are presented on the same line are
equivalent or overlappinf: in definition, oven though the
titles used in the respective studies are not the same.

itS
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The findings of the present study agree with those pre

sented by Gamsky and Farwell to a considerable degree, although

not completely. Both studies found that aggressive clients

elicit more total responses and more avoidance behavior, than

do nonhostile clients. Both found that counselors offered more

support (reassurance/approval) to the nonhostile client. In

both studies, there was no significant difference in counselor

use of suggestions or requests for elaboration in talking with

the aggressive vs, the nonaggressive person.

On the other hand, there was disagreement between the

studies in the findings concerning reflection, interpretation,

giving information, and asking for information. While there

was a slightly greater frequency of Agreement in response to

the hostile client of the Gamsky and Farwell study than to the

friendly client. This difference is not nearly as striking as

that involving "simple acceptance" in the present study.

Finally, there was no category of "silence," per se, in the

Gamsky rating procedure.

,
Russell and Snyder (1963)1 found greater anxiety in coun-

selor reaction to a hostile client than to a friendly person,

Thin result is supported by the findings of this study,

Referring to our data in terms of the original twenty-one este-

1 Peter D, Russell and William U, Snyder, Counselor anxiety
in relation to the Amount of clin)cel experience and quality of
Affect demonstrated by the client, Journal of Consulting.
PeY0)1219.81, 1963, 22, 358 -363.
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gories (Table I), the analysis of "Avoidance" behaviors emitted

by counselors may be seen in Table 15.

Table 15

Avoidance Behaviors Emitted by Counselors

in the Present Study

(N = 31)

11.-,-...
Submissive Client

Mean
*.OVO

Aggressive Client

Mean
11.11Y1011m.

Antagonism 1.6

..11.

Expression of Tension 3.6

Avoidance '1,3 Disapproval 1.9

Expression of Tension 1.1 Avoidance 1,2

Disapproval 0,5 Misunderstanding 0,3

Mi.sunderstanding 0.2 Antagonism 0.3

No. of Sentence Units No. of Sentence Units
per Interview

50.7 per Interview 69.5

111.....41110 /00.0/.....aro/NO/NO ~1.1.

The preceding table enables us to examine more closely

the specific kinds of avoidance behaviors emitted by counselors

in the experimental interviews of this study. Counselors

expressed more tension in interacting with the aggressive

elient. Thus, the present study concurs with that of Russell

and Snyder. While the counselors express more disapproval or

'"fl



disagreement in talking with the aggressive client, they were

more openly critical with the submissive client, to whom they

made more antagonistic remarks,

Results of Hypothesis II

Counselox_Responaes to Submissive Client Remarks Focused

on the Counselor_vs. Others, The results of data analysis in

this study indicated that the counselors emitted more reassur-

ance, suggestions, opinions and information, and requested

more information and elaboration when client submissiveness

was directed at themselves. This personal focus of dependency

also evoked more avoidance from counselors than did submis-

siveness to other persons, When the olient expressed dependency

needs involving others, the counselors tried.more often to

reflect the client's feelings.

Relationship of Hypothesis II (Submissive Client) data to

Previous Res,:arch, Snyder (1963)1 suggests that counselors

give more support when dependency is directed at themselves

than when it is directed at others, This is supported in the

present study by the greater frequency of reassuranoe, including

giving approval and attempts to relieve tension.

Counseloratospouta_to tagressive Client Remarks focused

on the Counselor vs.* Others. In this study, the counselors

tended to give opinions and information more frequently when
1.11.010.0......0011.-

1
William U. Snyder, pependenoy_kppsychothemey, New

York, Macmillan, 1963, .
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clients were aggressive to themselves rather than toward other

persons. In the latte:? situation, counselors showec. more

simple acceptance and requests for elaboration and informtion.

Relationshkp of Hypothesisi:ikime.ssive land data to

Previous Research. The results on this aspect of the present

study are shown along with those of Gamsky and Farwell in

Table 16,

Table 16

Comparison of Counselor Responses to Aggressiveness/Hostility

Directed at Different Object Persons

...N. P=ma..14. *"- w-
GANSKY AND FARWELL PRESENT STUDY....... 10 .1.*
Hostility to Counselor Aggressiveness to Counselor.

Opinion/Information
Reassurance
Suggestion
Asks for Elaboration
Asks for Information

Estatility to Others Araressivenss to Others

Reflection
Interpretation
Gives Information

Request for Information/
Elaboration

* Agreement Simple Acceptance
111...

Agreement between data of Gamsky and Farwell and of present
study, Categories which are presented on the same line are
equivalent or overlapping in definition, even though the
titles used in the respective studies are not the same,
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As may be seen above, both studies indicate simple

acceptance (or "agreement") is more often a response to hosti

lity directed at others than to hostility toward counselors

themselves. However, other findings are in conflict.

The low frequencies In this aspect of the present study,

i.e., analysis of counselor responses to aggressiveness directed

at specific object persons, demand a reserved attitude about

accepting the results as reliable information. In addition

to this, differences in the design of the Gamsky study and that .

of the present investigation are likely to be a factor in

explaining the differences in these results. Gamsky asked

the clientactors to emphasize hostility' to "their parents"

and "others-in-general" in the first ten minutes of the experi-

mental interview, and then to switch to emphasizing hostility

toward the counselor and the counseling process in the last

ten ninutps, When the phase of rating the counselor responses

took place, the raters were told to rate all the counselor

responses for the two 10-minute segments, The findings which

Gamsky presents in terms of "Counselor responses to client

hostility focused on different objects," are based upon all

the counselor responses in the second 10-minute segment com-

pared with all the counselor responses in the first 10minute

segment. Gamsky did not have the raters select only those

counselor responses which immediately followed specifically

hostile remarks by the olientactors, as was done this

study,

3
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It is hard to say exactly why the results are different,

but it probably has something to do with both the low fre-

quencies we found and the differences in design for producing

the data which wore used in tht. analyses.

Implications of the Results ofjhe Present Study

Theoretical.Im0.icsttions.

This investigation has reaffirmed the suggestion of

previous related studies thatc clients with different emotion-

al characteristics tend to elicit different reactions in the

person with them in a counseling dyad, This group of studies

supports the model of client-counselor interactions as rela-

tionships involving mutual elicitation effects, in which not

only the patient, but the therapist as well, is influenced

by the real stimulus qualities of the other person.

There is no clear sense yet of the relative influence of

role expectations, personality and situational variables upon

behavior in interpersonal interactions, or specifically in

counseling dyads, Social psychological role theory (e,g,,

Rommetveit, 19551
1
Newcomb, Turner and Converse, 1965

2
) sug-

geste that while the professional person's role expectations

const:aute a major factor upon which he or she has been trained

1 R. nommetveit, ,storms and, roles, Explorations in
thsppveholomAilenduritznressura Minneapoliss University
of Ninneasota Press, 1955

2 Theodore M. Newcomb, Ralph H. Turner, and Philip E,
Converse, Spalal_payshologx, New Yorks Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 105,
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to base his behavior, personality tendencies or the stimuli

of the situation provide "pulls" which influence actual be-

havior as well. The effects of these influences tend tc be

more noticeable the more salient or powerful the perceived

inner or external stimuli are.

The factor of degree of salience or extremity of the

emotional stimuli provided by the client's behavior may

account for the discrepancy between findings of the studies

by Bandura, Lipsher and Miller (1960)
1

and those of Heller and

his colleagues. The Bandura study found significant effects

on therapists' behavior of certain ratings of personal charac-

teristics as well as client hostility, Myers, Heller, Logue

and Paddock (1962)2 found no evidence of the influence of per-

sonality on counselors' interview behavior, They had tested

this by calculating correlations between results of the Minne-

sota Multiphasio Personality Inventory and other paper and

pencil measures taken by the subjects of the study with observer

ratings of the counselors' interview behavior, based upon the

Leary Interpersonal Checklist. While part of the explanation

may be in terms of the differences in personality variables

and the measures used, another explanatory factor may be that

in the Myers, Heller, et al, research, the client stimuli were

provided by actors instructed specifically to communicate hos-

tility, rathrr than by real in-therapy patients as in the
110 101... 0.1.11.

1 Dandura, Lipsher and Miller, Journal.of ConsultinK
psxeholou, 1960, 24, 1-0,

2 Hot;er A. Flyers, Kenileth Lefler, Patrick H, Lowte, and
Jere P. Peddook, Personality correlates of evoked interviewer
behavior, Unpublished manuscript, 1962.

'41
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Bandura, study. The actors' behavior may have been less miti-

gated by other stimulus tendencies than the behavior of the

real clients. The actors may thus have provided aggressive

stimuli of greater salience than that of the real clients, so

that personality variations of the therapists were outweighed

by the effects of the situational variable,

Practical Impliosttkons

Coupselor Behavior and Counselinr Practi.ce, It has been

suggested by several studies of approach and avoidance charac
1

teristics of counselor behavior (Bandura et al,, 19601 Winder
2 4

et al., 19621 Caracena, 19651
3
Schuldt, 1966 ) that avoidance

reactions from therapists tend to inhibit further expression

of the preceding kinds of behavior on the part of the client,

Avoidance fails to communicate to the other person that verbal

expression of such feelings is appropriate, acceptable, and safe.

The "avoided" emotional behaviors may become less accessible

to exploration by the client or the counselor.

In this study, counselor behaviors in response to aggres-
111 0.1.1

1 Bandura, Lipsher and Miller, Journal of Consulting
rsycholoax, 1960, 24, 1-8,

2 Winder, Ahmad, Bandura and tau, Journal of Consultinq
mahnloa, 1962, 26, 129-134.

3 Cara:.ena, Journal...of CounselInspasholoex, 1965, 12,
268-274,

4 Schuldt, Journal of Counselinr Psypholoex, 1966, 13,
178-183.
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sive and submissive individuals, to a significant degree,

parallel the common interpersonal response patterns

ships with such people. As various theorists and researchers

have suggested (e,g,, Leary, 1957!
1

Bandura and Walters, 1963),
2

dependent people tend to evoke comforting and caretaking

responses, while aggressive individuals tend to evoke passive

or active avoidance responses from others,

Sometimes the psychologist experiencing these common

response "pulls" can put them to therapeutic nse. However,

some negative possibilities exist. Counselors may contribute

to the maintenance of unhealthy behavior in the counseling situ-

ation, They may be gratifying neurotic needs to be infantile

or to be rejected as do others in the client's personal environ

ment,

The tendency of counselors to respond to submissive and

aggressive clients in ways similar to the average person is

exacerbated when the client's emotional behavior is specifically

directed at the counselors themselves, Newcomb, Turner and

Converse (1965) 3 suggest that "rcwara (begets) reward" or

"distress (begets) distress" sequences in interpersonal inter-

actions are more likely to occur when "one person perceives the

other's responses as being an implied evaluation of himself or
611.11111

1 Leary, Inlermsonal diasnosisofporsonalitx,

2 Albert Bnndura and Riohard H. Walters, Sooial learnina
Aniammality develoxpent, Neu York' Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1963,

3 Newcordb, Turner and Converse, Social_mftapia,

114
(
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his cherished valves." An implication whch may follow from

the results of this study is that gratification or rejection

of the client is more likely to be evoked when the latter's

submissive or aggressive emotional responses are focused on

the therapist, just as occurs in other kinds of dyads,

In en article concerning interpersonal influence in coun-

seling and therapy relationships, Heller (1963)
1

suggested

that counselors "must decide whether they will encourage or

inhibl.t a patient's defensive maneuvers to pull counter-

responses from them," in terms of desired behavior change goals,

In the light of the previous discussion of the interaction of

role values with other determining factors, such efforts to

function on the basis of role values are probably often modi-

fied by personality tendencies and cultural and institutional

pressures,

As suggested earlier, another inp)ication of the data in

this study may be that counselors tend to respond to aggressive-

ness and submissiveness in some ways which are similar to the

responses given to these emotional behaviors by the general

population,

On the other hand, analysis of counselor responses in this

investigation has also indicated that there is considerable

agreement in kinds of counselor behaviors across different in-

terview conditions. With both the submissive and the aggres-

1 Kenneth Heller, Experimental analogues of psychotherapy'
Thr: clinical relevame of laboratory findings on social influ-
ence, Journal of Nervns.apl DkaaBRA, 1963, 137, 420-
426,
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sive clients, the subjects in this study expressed frequent

requests for information and elaboration, simple acceptance,

and interpretive conments concerning the client, Approach

responses greatly outnumbered avoidance responses. The thera-

pists used both active or "directive" techniques, such as

interpretation, and nore receptive, nondirective responses,

but leaned toward use of the latter.

The finding of considerable consistency in counselor be-

haviors with different binds of clients suggests the existence

of a pattern which nay he referred to as "general interviewer

or counselor behavior," The nature of the sessions conducted

in this project were half-hour initial "disposition" interviews,

Thus it may be more accurate to hypothesize that the kinds of

behavior pattern described here may constitute at least a

general counseling style for initial contacts with clients.

Implicati,ons for p(Tnpelor_yrainjnrr, Previous researchers

(e,g,, Gamsky, 1965') have suggested that counselors in train-

ing might benefit from practice with clients, selected in

terms of their emotional demeanor, Gnmsky suggested that

experience in counseling interaction with hostile people could

be gained by using tape-recordinuss or client actors, as well

as actual patients,

There "Already have been progress developed based upon idaas

of this nature (e.g,, Bohn, 1967).2 It is poSsiblo that the .

M ar. .des - 1.110

1 Gamsky t Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Visconsin, 1965,

2 Bohn, Joitrnel of Consultinrt Psy0111/12gx, 1967, 31, 195-198,

V31
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value of such learning experiences could enhanced, the more

explicit and organized the opportunity for analysis of the

client-situational factors on the trainee's functioning.

Gamsky (1965)
1

suggested three counselor training tech-

niques directly related to the procedures of this study;

(a) Encounters with clients characterized by different

kinds of emotional demeanor;

(b) Practice in explicit analysis of one's own and other

counselors' responses by content analysis of tape-recorded

interviews, using a scoring manual such as the one developed

for this investigation;

(c) Sessions in which clientactors give feedback to

counselors.

In the course of clinical training, students on their own

as well as with prauticum supervisors have commonly tried to

become aware of particular patient characteristics which arouse

emotional responses, especially uncomfortable ones, in them-

selves. Perhaps one source of decision-making concerning the

kinds of "client types" to select for this kind of training

could be the self-knowledge and expressed needs of the coun-

selors in training, Another source may be research such as

that of Howard, Orlinsky and Hill (1969)2 who reported that

1 Gamsky, Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, 1965,

2 Kenneth I. Howard, David E, Orlinsky, and James A. Hill,
The therapist's feelings in the therapeutic process. Journal
of Clinical Psychology, 1969, 25 (1), 83-93,
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male therapists expressed considerable discomfort with female

patients who behaved erotically toward them, and that female

therapists expressed anxious feelings when relating to female

clients characterized by considerable dependney.

There is a need.for explicit study of the interpersonal

response pulls of different kinds of emotional behavior, with

the purpose of focusing, for the therapist in training, on the

possibilities for appropriate and inappropriate responses.

Theorists even predating Freud have described types of patients,

individual case histories, and the reactions of the actual thera-

pist or of therapists in general. Scattered throughout psycho-

therapy literature are views on how to respond to particular

kinds of patient behavior in therapeutic ways, in terms of the

theory of the writers.. However, in psychology training as

well as in the field generally, there does not seem to be a

systematic focus on effects of client behaviors of various

specific "types° on counselors' functioning.

To some extent, the learning process concerning thera-

peutic responses to the emotional "pulls" of different kinds

of people may be specific, rather Clan readily generalizable.

Bohn (1967)1 found that, after training sessions involving

practice with a client-actress,.subjects became less directive

in response to hostile client stimuli but did not change sig-

nificantly in this regard toward dependent client stimuli. One

1 Bohn, Journal of Consultim_Psychology, 1967, 31, 195-198.
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reason for this nay be that dependent individuals, at such,

have a stronger tendency to elicit dominant responses from

others, However, another possibility may have to do with the

nature of the training.

The two client-actresses who participc.ted in Bohn's

training procedures were described as "chronically delinquent"

in relation to certain college rules, It may be that the

client stimuli they provided the student subjects thus tended

to resemble the hostile kind of client more than the dependent

client. Thus, it is possible that the greater change in be-

havior toward the hostile client may be partly due to more

effective transfer of training because of greater similarity

between the training and the hostile client experimental

stimuli, If this is accurate, it suggests a need for exposure

*to a variety of different kinds of "client types," since the

transfer of training may be specific rather than general,

Limitations of the Present Study

Most of the limitations of the project are fairly typical

faults in clinical research, especially studies which attempt

a "naturalistic" approach involving actual counselors or

clients, or both. The commonness of course does not diminiSh

the seriousness of the fault, but is indicative* of the diffi-

culty of doing such research.

For one thing, the fact that this is a counseling "ana-

logue" is a limitation, if one wishes to study and relate in-

Q
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formation to "real life," The researcher is called upon to

make choices in the compromise between control of role,,-ant

variables and the complexity of actual situations,

.Second, it is difficult to select therapists randomly

in a study such as reported here, A student group available

to volunteer is often the source of subjects. In the sample

of counselors participating in this project, only a rather

narrow range of training experience is represented. While

a few subjects had considerable counseling experience, the

rest were near the end of a master's or doctoral program

which included the associate field work, Thus, the variable

of length of experience cannot be clearly accounted for here,

Only a moderate level of reliability was achieved in

rating the content analysis variables, In this investigation,

the most stringent technique, item by item agreement, was used

to arrive at reliability indices, In many studies, the coef-

ficients reported are based upon less exact procedures, such

as rank correlation over total interviews, and thus appear

to have higher levels of reliability,

In the opinion of this researcher, a very serious limita-

tion of this research design is its failure to include a vari-

able which represents quality of the outcome of the counselor-

client interaction or competence of the counselors,

Sumestions for Further Research

The last criticism of this study suggests a need for

another investigation which incorporates indices of counselor

r.
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competence and/or the relatiomhip of counselor behavior vis-

a-vis submissive and aggressive clients to the achievement

of desirable behavior change in the persons involved.

There seems to be a need for and potential value to be

gained from further exploration of the client-counselor inter-

action using other client "stimulus characteristics," In a

study of counselor responses to dependent clients, Schuldt
1

(1966) suggested that "transference manifestations," "indices

of independence," and "affect expressions" might be valuable

foci of future research,

Self-report studies such as that of Howard, Orlinsky and

Hill (1969)2 which present client and counselor descriptions

of feelings following therapy sessions may be sources of kinds

of client stimuli which have strong response pull effects on

therapists and should be the subject of more specific and

detailed study,

The question of psychologists in terms of "personal" vs.

"professional" behavioral determination might be an interesting

issue to explore in further research related to the present

study, Basically, the purpose would be to explore further the

factor of perceived role expectations or the effects of pro-

fessional training on the reactions of people to different

kinds of interpersonal stimuli, A possible experimental design

might involve, not only client actors representing individuals

183,
1 Schuldt, Journal of Counsella_psycholclay, 1966, 13, 178-

2 Howard, Orlinsky, and Hill, Journal of Clinical Psycholoca,
1969, 25 (1), 8 3-93.
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with different emotional demeanor, but also systematic vari-

ation of the role expectations of the interviewers. In The

pr,v3ent study, all the counselors were requested to take on

the function of counselors, doing intake interviews as adjuncts

to the college counseling center. In another study, the

researcher might request one group of subjects to relate to

hostile and submissive individuals as "friends," and another

group'to relate as "counselors," This design should involve

"matched pairs" of subjects, with explicit knowledge of other

subject characteristics which might be of major relevance,

Another variable has been mentioned as possibly relevant

in explaining the relative effects of the multiple factors

which determine counselor responses. This was the degree of

salience or extremity of client emotional 'characteristics, It

might be of value to study whether and how counselors respond

differently to mild, tx)derate and extreme hostility, submis-

siveness and other emotional stimuli. One purpose might be to

test the suggestion made earlier that counselor behavior is

more likely to be determined by client response "pulls" the

more extreme the behavior emitted by the client.

If counselor subjects were requested to indicate, using

a shecklist or some other device, their conception of appropri-

ate counselor demeanor prior to the experimental sessions, it

would be possible to test whether their actual interview be-

havior conforms more to descriptions of common effects of

different types of client stimuli or to their own description
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of their role expectations. Another hypothesis which could

be tested in such a study might be that milder client (motional

expression would evoke a greater variety of therapist responses,

while extreme client behavior would be related to less vari-

ance in counselor reactions,

Another suggestion made earlier by this researcher Was

that training or experience with emotional stimuli of a par-

ticular "client type" might generalize only rather narrowly,

so that change in therapist behaviors would be found to a

greater degree with similar clients. Hoffman (1959)1 reported

that, although personality measures were not found to be sig-

nificantly related to counselors' use of particular kinds of

responses, their previous role experience (as teachers, resi-

dence hall counselors, etc,) did have significant relation-

ship to their present interview behaviors, A related study

might involve counselors who have, for a considerable time,

had experience mainly with particular types of patients, e.g.,

so-called juvenile delinquents or prisoners, or chronically

hospitalized individuals. 'The design would assume or test for

relatively consistent emotional differences in the client

stimuli which characterized the work experience of different

therapist groups. Would therapists experienced in relating

to supposecily aggressive, or passive- dependent, etc, "client

types" tend to respond differently to that kind of person than
11 olimmo.

1 A. E. Hoffman, An analySis of counselor sub-roles.
Journal of Counselitm_Psycholom, 1959, 6, 61-67,

P6
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. other therapists with different experience? How would thera-

pists used to working with one type of client tend to reApond

to rather different client stimuli?

In the opinion of this researcher, there is a need for

more descriptive data on the nature of counselors' behavior

in interactions with different kinds of clients, Even in

doctoral dissertations, which are usually lengthy and filled

with data presentations, the researchers have rarely included

basic data such as frequency distributions of counselor

responses, apart from the specific calculations involved in

testing the hypotheses of their studies,
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

The purpose of this investigation was to study the

verbal behavior of counselors emitted in response to different

emotionc,1 dispositions of clients. Aggressive and sub-

missive client "stimuli" were the focus of study.

TWO members of A college drama group, trained in the

role of a submissive and an aggressive client, respectively,

were interviewed by thirty-one counselors, who had been

requested to conduct intake or "disposition" interviews with

those "students on the college counseling center waiting

list."

The half-hour taperecorded interviews were analyzed

for counselors' verbal behavior using a revision of Bales'

(1950)1 InteIaction Process Analysis system, developed by

Gamsky (1965).2. The major hypotheses of this study were that

differences would be found between counselors' responses to

clients with these different emotional dispositions, aggressive

and submissive, as well as to such client behavior aimed at

themselves as contrasted with such responses directed at

other people.

For each interview, rating scores indicated the frequency

1 Hobert F. Bales, Interaobion_process analysis, Cam-
bridge, Massachusettst Adjison-WeLley Press, 1950,

2 Neal R. Gamskyf The effect of client demeanor and focus
of hostility upon the responses of school counselors. Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1965.



of each of a series of different lands of counelor -verbal

behaviors, The statistical procedure used in testint, the

hypotheses was the t test.

The results of the data analysis indicated that coun-

selors do emit significantly different verbal behavior in

response to aggressive vs, slutoissive client behavior, as

well as to such behavior aimed at themselves rather than

toward others. Submissive individuals elicit "comforting"

reactions and reflections of their feelings significantly

more than do aggressive individuals. The latter, on the

other hand, tend to evoke more passivity, more avoidance,

and more active interpretive responses fro:) counselors. The

two "client types" elicited no significant differences in

counselors' giving of opinions, information or suggestions,

nor in requests for information or elaborations from the

client.

When clients focus aggressiveness on counselors, the

latter respond with more information or opinions, than when

client aggressiveness is directed toward others. The second

condition tended to evoke more simple acceptance ("Italuaines")

and requests for information or elaboration,

Submissiveness aimed at the-counselors evoked more

reassurance, suggestions, information- and opinion giving,

as well as more avoidance responses, than did submissiveness

directed toward others. When.clients expressed dependency
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. concerning other people, counselors emitted more reflection

of feelings,

Discussion of the results of the study included some

suggestions concerning the implications of those findings,

as well as ideas for further research,

fin
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Category
No,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

APPENDIX'A

Bales Interaction Process Analysis Categories

Interaction Process Analysis 1),Ifinition

Shows solidarity, raises other's status,
gives help, reward,

Shows tension release, jokes, laughs,
shows satisfaction,

Agrees, shows passive acceptance, under-
stands, corcurs, complies,

Gives sum.Lion, direction, implying
autonony for other,

Gives opinion, evaluation, analysis,
expresses feeling, wish,

Gives orientation, information, repeats,
clarifies, confirms,

Asks for orientation, information, repe-
tition, confirmation,

Asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis,
expression of feeling.

Asks for su ,estion, direction, possible
ways o action,

Disagrees, shows passive rejection,
formality, withholds help,

Shows tension, asks for help, withdraws
out of field,

Shows Antagonism, deflates other's status,

defends or asserts self,
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Rater

APPEND11(

Ratimform for Counselor Behavior Categories

Client

Counselor. No,

Footage: Start End

Counselor Behavior Categories

Patq19.21 pmronse Prowlia

1. Gives reassurance
01.4401/..

2. Shows approval

3. Shows tension release

=rIMI....

4. Agrees, understands .11116.11..1.1...

5. Gives suggestion

6, Gives interpretation

7, Reflects
1.01.1.1111

8, Gives information 111,........
9, Asks for information

10, Asks for elaboration

11, Disagrees, misunderstands

12,.Avolds, shows tension

13, Shops disapproval

14, Shows antagonism

1........
OIN.10Oraysegia..111110

Instructions to Raters

In scoring the interview segment, code each counselor

response according to the Counselor Behavior Analysis, categories
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listed below, The response unit to be scored is the smallest
discriminable segment of verbal behavior to which you can
assign a classification using the given categories. Every
response must be asstned to a category, but no response nay
be assigned to more than one category., The smallest possible
context is to be used in assigning a response to a category,
That is, a single response should be viewed as an isolated
unit rather than within the general context of the intervieV,
Each response should be scored on "face value" rather than
imputing "hidden" meaning to it, Finally, in situations in-
volving classification dilemmas, the later should favor the
category more distant from the middle.

Eadaation of Behavior Categatm

1, gives reassurance,- -The counselor attempts to restore
cirea's confidence or self-esteem, Includes:
promises or guarantees that things will turn out
all right; attempts to dispel fear, suspicion,
anxiety, depression, uncertainty, etc by creating
a feeling of security; efforts to praise, comfort,
reassure, or support the client,

Examples:
"I'm sure everything will turn out Ox."
"You'll be able to find the answer."
"I know you'll get the information,"
"I'm confident you'll make the right decision,"
"Believe me, there's no reason to be suspicious."
"You've thought it through caref lly,"
"No one's trying to tricic you."
"I understand how you must feel,"

2, Shows approval,The counselor expresses explicit
approval of the client's remarks, behavior or
feelings, Includes: approval of something the
client has said or done; indications that the
counselor considers specific remarks or actions
of the client as good, satisfactory, or appropriate;

. confirmation of the client's course of action,
Examples:

"Good," "That's fine," "That's a good point,"
"You've made the right decision,"
.016te: At times it may be difficult to decide whether
a remark such as, "You're on the right track" should
be scored in category 1. or category 2, If the coun.
selor seems to be using it to reassure or contort the
client, it should be scored in category I, If, however,
he seems to be simply indicating that, in his opinion,

the client's remarks, feelings, or behavior are correct
or "right," it should be scored in category 2, The

latter category is used when the counselor's response

(117
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evaluated the client's remarks, feelings, or
behavior in such a way as to indicate the coun-
selor approves of then.)

3. Shows tension release--The couselor attempts to relieve
tension by laughing, chuckling, or joking, (Note

that a response should be scored in this category
only if there is an element of pleasure or satis-
faction with the client, If the response contains
sarcasm, cynicism, aggression, etc,, it should be
scored in category 12, )

4, Shows p,greementi, understands.- ...The counselor indicates
simple agreement, understanding, or acceptance of
client's remarks (includes passive acceptance- -
short silence),

. Examples:
"Uh huh," "M_. -hr," "I see." "I understand,"
"Yes," "You're right," "That's true," (Note
that in this category the counselor's response is
simply agreement or understanding of what the client
is saying, If the counselor indicates he Agproves
of the client's remarks, it should be scored in
category 2. Also, depending on the counselor's
tone of voice, comments such as "um hm" may mean
approval, disagreement, criticism, etc. )

5, Givessuggestions,--The counselor proposes a course of
action or "structures" the interview, Includes:
All responses that suggest ways of attaining a
desired goal by attacking or modifying the outer
situation, or by adapting to it; proposing a solu-
tion; suggesting where to start, what to do, how to
cope with the problem; advice; attempts to guide
the client; persuading or urging some activity;
relating experiences of the counselor as examples
for the client to follow.

6, Gives interpretation. - -The counselor states something
that can be inferred fro: what the client has said
or done, but which the client has not specifically
mentioned. Includes: all attempts at interpreting,
analyzing, inferring, reasoning, musing; expressing
an opinion; attempts to understand, diagnose, or
interpret what the client is saying, (Note
responses in this category are distinguished from
those in category 7 in that the counselor is making
an inference or interpretation rather than restating
or reflecting wecific remarks of the client,
Category 6 also includes tentative analysis. That
is, the counselor presents a new approach to the
problem being discussed, but leaves the client

es
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free to reject, accept, or modify the idea, This

is typically used after the client lists several
factors he secs in a situation, and the counselor,
thinking of another possible aspect, asks the
client if he has thought of it, )

7, Reflects,- -The counselor repeats, restates, clarifies
client's remarks, Includes: all attemptsto
encourage theflow of communication by explaining,
summarizing, or clarifying client's remarks; indi
eating unJerstanding vhat client has said by
repeating or restating client's rema-:ks; rephrasi.1
or clarifying feeling expressed by client; expres-
sions of the counselor's own thought or feelings,

8. Gives information,--The counselor supplies the client
wifriactuarin(Ornation,
Examples:
"You need 10 credits," "The field is listed in
the DOT," "You can get the book at the library."
(Note: Be careful not to confuse this category with
No, 5, If the counselor is aggestiqg a course of
action, the response should be scored in category 5,)

9. Asks for infornation,--The counselor asks factual questions,
Includes all requests for informtion that generally
require a factual ansvdr. (Note: this category differs
from No, 10 in that the counselor.states the question
in such a way that the client generally must give a factual
answer, whereas in category 10 the counselor asks for further
elaboration or detailing of the client's remarks, )

10, Ask; for elaboration. -..The counselor asks for further
elaboration of client's remarks or feelings, Includes:
open-enJed questions or general "leads"; questions
designed to encourage the client to explain further
or to delve more deeply into the problem; requests
for elaboration of how the client feels.
Examples:
"How do you feel about it?"
"What do they think about it?"
"Could you explain that further?"
"Tell me more about it,"
"Is there anything else you want to discuss?"

11. Disagrees) misunderstands...4tt counselor indicates
disagreement of iiWIT understanding of client's
remarks.
Examples:
"NO." "You're wrong," "That's incorrect." "I don't

understand," "What?"
(Note: A distinction should be made between categories
10 and ii in regard to lack of understanding. If the
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counselor's response is designed to "draw out" the client
further, it should be scored in category 10, If the

counselor merely .asks the client to repeat what.li-d
said (asks for confirmation, expresses uncertainty or
lack of understanding) or misunderstands what the client is
sayitc it should be scored in category 11. The distinction
lies in the counselor's attempting to get the client to
explore the topic further on the one hand and on the other,
the counselor simply wants to claiify what the client has
already stated. If the counselor mislabels obvious feelings,
it should eue scored in category 13. )

12. Avoids, shows tension.--The counselor shows tension, uncer-
tainty, insecurity by retreating or ui.thdrawing from
obvious feelings.
Tension includes: indications that the counselor is nervous,
Tense, insecure, startled, dismayed, pexturbed, worried,
concerned, apprehensive. fearful, embarrassed, flustered,
sheepish; hesitation, blocking, stuttering in speech;
admission of lack of training, experience, or knowledge;
is apologetic, contrite, self-critical, self-reproachful,
self-degrading; blames others for lack of knowledge or
inadequacy; shifts responsibility to others; asks client
for forbearance, understanding; acts hurt or injured; tells
of misfortune, fate, failure of others, hardship with in-
tention of arousing client's sympathy; is despairing, help-
less, self-pitying; withdraws by appearing bored, tired;
indicates client should leave (not overtly rejecting, other-
wise score in category 14 ); indintions that the counselor
is dissatisfied.
Avoids includes: ignoring requests for help, complaints,
or strong feelings by evasion, equivocation, hedging, chang..
ing the subject; attempts to thwart, frustrate, or divert the
client's feelings; changes discussion from expression of
feelings to a topical level; responds to content of remarks,
but ignores obvious feelings; mislabels obvious feelings
client expresses; long silences; is cold, distant, detached,
indifferent, aloof, formal, unsocial, reserved, unapproaca-
able, dubious, cautions, hesitant.

13, Disateroves,--The counselor indicates that he disapproves of
of the client's mocks, feelings, or behavior. Includes:
disapproval of something the client has said or done; indi-
cation that he regards something the client has said or done
as bad, unuatisfactory or inappropriate; objections to or
rejection of the clieW s suggestions; skeptical or dubious
about client's actions or proposals. (Note: This category
includes disapproval only if very nild and in reference
to the client's statements rather than values, feelings,
atOtudes. IC it seens that the counselor disapproves of
the client as a person, it should be scored in category 14.)
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14. Shows antaczonisn.--Counselor is aggressive, antagonistic,
sarcastic, cynical, defensive, rejecting. Includes:
attempts to override the client in speaking; interfering !

with client's speaking; finishing remarks for him; insist-
ing on finishing his statements; warding off interruption
by client; implications of inferiority or incompetence of
client; contemptuous, belittling, depreciating, discourte-
ous remarks, trying to ninimize feelings; laughing at
client; blaming, browbeating, deriding, dominating, sub-
duing, coercing, commanding, directing, badgering,
harrassing client; being overbearing, dogmatic, assertive,
incontideratet'oegativistic; shocked, appalled, offended,
insulted, affronted, irate, pompous, self.righteous;
defending self against assault, criticism, blame; implying
client has no freedom of choice or action.
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APPENDIX C

SCORING MANUAL

Introduction

The context for scoring counselor and client responses will
be each pair of verbalizations in which the client talks and the
counselor responds.

The precise unit which will be scored for the Counselor will
be each sentence within his total verbalization following the
client's remarks. Each counselor speech will be numbered; the
preceding client speech will be given the sane number on the
typescript. Thus you give a classification to each sentence in
the counselor speech, using as context just this verbalization
plus that of the client which just precedes it.

The client coding is more global, i,e involves an overall
rating of the client's entire verbalization rather than of each
sentence. Code those client verbalizations which seem clearly
aggressive or hostile (e.g., critical, sarcastic) toward one or
more particular individuals as AGGR and then record the name of
the person who is the "object" of the aggressive response. Simi-

larly, record "SUDM," when a client response is quite clearly
dependent or submissive toward one or more particular individuals
and write the type of "object - person" next to it,

When a client response is lengthy, emphasize the last sen-
tence or two in the verbalization when trying to arrive at an
evaluation and coding of it. Make a judgment concerning how the
person listening would hear the client remark, i.e., as aggressive,
critical anti sarcastic, or dependent.submissive, or rather
neutral,

. Categories and Codes for Counselor Verbal Behavior

1, Reassurance (RS)

2. Approval (APP)

11, Nondirective lead (ND)

12, txpression of Tension (Expraensi

36 Tension Release (Tens,Rel,) 13. Misunderstanding (MIS)

4, Suggestion (SUGO) 14, Avoidance (AVOID)

5, Persuasion (PS) 15. Disagreement /Disapproval (DIS)

6, Structuring (STRUCT) 16. Antagonism (ANTAG)

7, Opinion (OP1N) 17, Sipple Acceptance (SA)
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8, Information (INFO) 18, Reflection (REP.)

9a Request for Information (RI) 19, Interpretation (INTERP)

10, Request for Elaboration (RE) 20, Silence (SIL)

21. Unclassifiable (UN=)

1, REASSURANCE (RS)

Definition: Cbunselor tries to restore client's confidence and
self-esteem, Includes promises that things will turn
out well; minimization of client's problem; assur-
ance that what is true of the client is common and
normal; efforts to comfort and support the client,
by creating a feeling of security. Statements which
imply sympathy,

Examples; CLIENT; "I was hoping this is the right place to
talk over ny problem."

COUNS.: "Fine, You know, this problem isn't unique
with you, I'm sure."

CLIENT; "I want to talk things over."
COUNS.: "Yes, it'll get them off your chest."

2, APPROVAL (APP)

Definition: Counselor gives explicit approval of client's remarks,
behavior or feelings, Confirmation of client's
course of action or idea; indications that the coun-
selor considers specific remarks or actions by the
Client as good,

Examples: CLIENT: "I suppose if you knew the material and liked
it, you should be pretty successful at it."

COUNS.: "That would seem to me pretty logical."

COUNS.: "I don't smokeo'but you are certainly welcome
to."

OWNS,: "Go right ahead."

3, TENSION RULEASE (TENS, Me)

Definition: Making joke or small talk between counselor himself
and the client to :sake them feel at ease. (Notes

De sure it's not a tense or inappropriate laugh
which should be scored "Expression of Tension, ")
Directly mettrq! a client ntcd or being frank, in
order to get beyo:'d tngon.

103



Examples: COUNS.: "Oh, no thanks, I'm smoking too much."

(Client looking for matches)
COUNS.: "Here you are; here's some matches."

4, SUGGESTION (SUGG)

Definition: Counselor attempts to advise or propose a course
of action; attempts to imply that the client
.should'haVe a certain viewpoint, attitude, or
action, or chvngq from what he is now doing,
All responses which suggest ways of attaining a
desired goal, propose solutions, suggest what
to do, where to start, how to cope -- in session
or other situations. Includes counselor giving
own experiences as examples for client to follow,

Examples: COUNS.: "Have you tried speaking with your profes-
sors?"

COUNS,: "A summer job might give you the experience
you feel you need."

5, PERSUASION (PS)

Definition: Quite strong statements in which the counselor is
trying to suggest a point of view or course of

action. If counselor is repetitive about a sug-
gestion, code the second, etc. repetitions "PS"
if it seems that the counselor is using this
response to push his point harder,

Examples: COUNS.:("You say that you have no problem.) Yet
you're thinking of transferring to another
school away from here."

COUNS.: "That would make you feel better, but your
problem would still be there, wouldn't it?"

6, STRUCTURING (STRUCT)

Definition: Remarks which define the counseling situation;
stating what is appropriate to do or expect in
counseling, purposes of the interview; setting
time and limits of the interview,
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Examples: COUNS.: "This is your period to talk and tell
what you think,"

COUNS.: "That's one thing, uh, here we don't take
sides between you and your teachers,"

7. OPINION (OPIN)

Definition: Counselor states his viewpoint, Differs from
"Interpretation" and "Gives information" in that
it (1) is not about client's behavior or responses;
(2)' is more personal or non - factual than what

would be considered "information," Includes all
remarks by counselor in which he tells about him-
self or what he is doing.

Examples: CHM: "I want to feel I know what I'm doing
when I'decide,"

COUNS.: "Well, I don't think you can know every..
thing before you have to-make the decision,
most of the time, anyway,"

COUNS,: "If you go on to school, that means you can
put off the decision about a job for much
longer, as I see it,"

S. INFORMATION (INFO)

Definition: Counselor states factual information or explains
what he means, tells client what he has just said
to help client understand it better, when client
indicates he does not understand and asks for
clarification.

Examples: COUNS.: "xxxX x,"
CLIENT: What do you mean?"
COUNS.: "You were talking about wanting to have stu-

dents bring up their own ideas,"

COUNS.: "I can put you on Dr. N- -'s waiting list --
as you know, it's quite long,"

9. REQUE.c.T FOR INFORMATION (RI)

Definition: Counselor asks client more or less factual questions;
initiates discussion of a topic, as opposed to
"drawing the client out" to speak further on the
same topic. Not necessarily in question format,
it may be "Tell ne about X,"

lo
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10. PEQUBST FOR EIABORATION (RE)

Definition: The counselor asks for further elaboration of the
client's remarks or feelings. Inc: 'des open-ended
questions or general "lead" questions designed to
encourage the client to explain further or to
delve more deeply into the problem; requests for
elaboration of how the client feels.

Examples: COWS,: "Is there anything else you'd like to
discuss?"

COUNS.: "It seems you feel this is some decision
that you're being - ..going to have to make,

and you're wondering, if you're capable of
making it. I meant is that how_ you're
feelilla?"

11, NOND1RECTIVE J2J \D . (ND)

Definition: The counselor attempts to encourage the client to
elaborate his statements orleelings further,
.without narrowing the topic, and in a tone which
indicates that the client is free to accept the
suggestion or not.

Examples: COUNS.: "Would you care to explain more?"

CLIENT: "I've been feeling very anxious."
COONS.: "Anxious?"

12. EXPRESSION OF TENSION (7M FR. OF MS.)

Definition: Indications that the counselor is nervous, insecure,
embarrassed, flustered; apologetic, self-degrading;
asks client for forbearance or understanding; with-
draws by appearing bored or tired; hesitates, blocks,
stutters in speech making a notably incomplete
sentence.

Examples: COUNS.: "These fellows could sort of - uh... Well,
you said that you..."

CLIENT: "Somebody back there behind that one-way
mirror?"

COUNS.: "Uh- .1 don't know, maybe yes, maybe not..

(coughs). (COUGH would be coded as Tension.)

106
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13. MISUNDERSTANDING/MISEABUING (MIS)

Definition: The counselor indicates lack of understanding of
client's preceding remarks, by saying so, or by
making a response which'is quite clearly a mis-
interpretation of what the client said.

Example: CLIENT: "I live with a couple of guys .... I hard1)'

pay attention to what they're doing,"

COONS.: "You're Jiving with a nice bunch of felins
then, huh?"

14. AVOIDANCE (AVOID.)

Definition: The counselor ignores requests for help, complaints,
or strong feelings by evasion, hedging, changing
the subject, asking a factual question which does
not respond to the client's feelings; attempts to
divert or frustrate the client's expression of
feelings; cold, distant, aloof, formal, cautious,
dubious; ignores feelings; ,changes toNcs

Examples: CLInNT: "I desperately need help, Won't you help

me?"
COUNS.: "Well, WI, I think if we explore this a

little bit more..."

COUNS.: "Well, I would like to help but, uh, - I'm
not too sure my experience would be the same

as yours."

15, DISACREEMENT/DISAPPROVAL (DIS)

Definition: The counselor indicates that he disapproves of the
client's remarks, feelings, or behavior, Includes
disapproval of something the client has said or done;
indication that he regards something the client has
said or done as inappropriate, unsatisfactory or mis-
taken; skeptical or dubious about the client's
statements, actinns, or proposals.

Examples: CLIENT: "I really hope we can come to some decision
here."

COUNS.: "It really would be too much to expect to
do that."

COUNS,: "You think it will solve the whole situation
to come dowel here, huh?"

1114

1(11
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16, ANTAGONISM (ANTAG)

Definition; Counselor is aggressive, sarcastic, defensive (r
rejecting, includes attempts to override the
client in spea%ing; implications of inferiority or
incompetence in the client; belittling, depreci.
ating, contemptuous; blaming, deriding, browbeating,
dminating and badgering the client; being over-
bearing, dogmatic, inconsiuerate, negativistic,
self-righteous,

Example; CLIINT; "I really don't have any problem botnering

me."
COIJNS.: 'W11, you want to just sit here for the

rest of the interview?"

17, SIMPLE ACCITTANCii (S,A,)

Definition; Simple expression of understanding and acceptance
of what the client has said, If approval is strongly
implied, this would be Reassurance or Approval,

, .

Examples; COUNS,; "I see,"

COUNS.: ?!1n -.hr m.

18, REPLECTION (REPL)

Definition: Include in this category only counselor statener s
naking very close rephrasing or restatement of what
the client said .i. o,

Statements of "You mentioned X,...." are to be
considered Interpretations, not reflections, since
they involve active selection by the counselor of
oomething the client had talked of earlier which
the counselor wishes to focus on.
Include within "reflection" finishing the client's
sentence when the counselor seems to be accurate in
following what the client is trying to express.
Include restatement or clarification of client's
feelings when the counselor makes a very close
rephrasing of those feelings.

Examples; CLIENT: "Tine is going, and I just have to decide."
COINS,: "You feel there isn't much tine, and you

feel pressured to make the decision."

CLIENT; "I don't know what I'm going to do when I
get through this year, my senior year, I

can't make up my mind,"
COL'A'S.: "You're worried, you can't make up your mind."

Vs
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19, INTERPRUTATION (INT)iRF)

Definition: The counselor states something which can be inferred
from what the client has said or done, but which
the client has not specifically saWor done.
Includes all attempts at analyzing, inferring,
reasoning, musing about the client, 'ghat he has
said or his actions; attempts to diagnose, under-
stand or analyze the client's responses.

Examples: CLIENT: "I couldn't tell you who my childhood
friends were."

COUNS.: "You don't recall too much about your
early life."

CLIENT: "Lousy teacher - well, that's it."
COUNS.: "And this just began recently, no trouble

before,"

20, SILENCE (SIL)

Definition: Each ten-second period of silence on the part of
the counselor is coded as another Silence response.
When you hear silence on the tape, pick up a watch
with a second hand and start noting the number of
ten second units which intervene before the next
words are spoken.
The number of silence units in a counselor verbali4
zation may vary from none, to one, to any number.

21. UNCLASSIFIABLE (UNCL.)

Definition: Include any sentence or expression verbalized by
the counselor which can not be classified in any
of the above verbal behavior categories4 If

possible, however, use one of the preceding
classifications.
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C)mparison of

.APPENIIIX D

Bales, Gams3ty and Greene

3.00

Counselor Behavior Categories

BALES GAMSKY GREENE

1. Shows solidarity Gives reassurance Reassurance

2, (Agrees) Shows approval Approval

3. Shows tension
release

Shows tension
release

Tension release

4, Gives suggestion Gives suggestion Suggestion

5. Persuasion

6, Structuring

7. Opinion

8. Gives orientation Gives information Information

9. Gives interpretation Interpretation

Asks for opinion

10.
Asks for orientation Asks for

information
Request for

information.

Asks for suggestion

11, Asks for. elaboration Request for
elaboration

12, Reflection Reflection

13. Nondirective lead

14. (Agrees) Agrees,
understands

Simple
acceptance

15. Silence

16, Avoids, shows
tension

Avoidance

17. Shows tension Expression of
tension

18. Disagrees Disagrees,
disapproval,
misunderstands

Disagreement,
disapproval

19,, MisunderStanding

20. Shows antagonism Shows antagonism Antagonism
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APPLNIAX E

TABULATION SHEET - coding of Counselor/Client Remonses
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PAGE 1_

Date
Rater EFG

R-0 CLIENT R's
OBJECT of
Client R'& R-0 COUNSELOR RESPONSES

1 26

3 28

1 26

3 28

4 29

wiaraWei

4 29

5 30 5 30

6 31 6 31

732

p 33

7 32 ....
8 33

9 34 9 34

10 35 10 35

11 36 11 36F./

12 37

Arr....rrNr......r.elw

12 37

13 38

r*...............*
13 38

14 39 14 39

15 40 15 40

16 41

11.......*.Por
(Deg.of
Min.06)16 41 Refl

1? 42 17 42 Interp

18 43 18 43 Refl

19 44 Asks Info Conns. lc) 44 Info

20 45 20 45 SA

21 46 21 46 Interp

22.47 ETens/InterdInterp/ETens22 47 Mgr 'Coups.

23 48 23 48

24 49

Im

24 49 laens/Info/ETens/ETens

25 50 Axls

re.
Coups. 25 50 Info
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